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U.S. Exports Decline As 11"
Trade Deficit Is Larger
By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer —
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. exports
declined by the largest amount in 10
months as the nation's trade deficit
with other countries grew larger in
October, the Commerce Department
said today.
The news followed by a day a report
that inflation is..running at about 10
percent, worse than the admi,nistration
previously admitted, and a statement
bYf President Carter's chief inflation
adviser that it may be Months before
there is any improvement.
The 29-month trade deficit has
worried administration economists,
who have said it is contributing to in-
flation in this country and the decline of
the dollar in foreign trading.
The $2.1-billion deficit for October
was about average for the year. It
compared with a $1.7-billion trade gap
in September and a $1.6-billion deficit in
August.
U.S. businesses sold $13 billion in
products to other countries, but that
was a decline of 3.1 percent from
September. Exports of food, chemicals,
gold and other commodities declined
sharply.
But Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal said the figures still in-
dicate "continued progress toward the
improved trade configurations we have
been anticipating."
About $224 million in the decline in
exports was in the erratic purchases of
gold, whith had gained about the same
amount in September, he said.
See EXPORTS,
Page 12-A, Column 6
Ralph Ed Graves Vows Not To Be
Shackled By Big Money Interests
If a governor is bought ant paid for,
then he has to give what he's been paid
to do. By financing my campaign in this
way, I will not be hampered by personal
service contracts or non-negotiated
contracts or purchases."
Graves, who served three terms in
the Kentucky House of Representatives
prior to being appointed as com-
missioner, said that he had thought
about running for governor all his life.
However, he had only given the matter
serious thought in the last two months.
"After being in state government for
four years, I got very disgusted with the
way things were going," Graves said.
"It seemed that the administration was
more interested in the candidacy of one
person than performing as government
ought to perform."
This was an apparent reference to
gubernatorial candidate Terry
McBrayer, who is considered the
favored candidate of Gov. Julian
Carroll.
After Graves announced, U. S. Rep.,
Carroll Hubbard, who has said that he
Will announce for governor Dec. 11.
charged that Graves' candidacy was a
ploy by Carroll to pull votes away from
Hubbard.
When questioned about this
statement, Graves answered, "Gov.
Carroll has said that he had no part in
my decision to run. I am in the race for
governor because I think I will 01_4_
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The Democratic gubernatorial
caAididate who has distinguished
teas& by announcing that he will
accept no single contribution larger
than $25 was in Murray Tuesday night
to meet with friends and acquaintances
at a reception held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The candidate, • Ralph Ed Graves,
who announced for governor three
weeks ago after resigning as com-
missioner of the Kentucky Department
for Local Government, said that his
appearance was one of a number he has
planned throughout the state. Graves, a
native of Bardwell, is ̀ publisher of
weekly newspapers at Bardwell and
Clinton.
Graves said in an interview that he
resigned because "As the candidates
began to announce for governor, I saw
that it was going to be business as usual
— big money interests tapped for
money and they, in turn, would have
taps on the governor.
"Since eight out of 10 people have quit
voting, it seemed to me that if we were
going to saviour form of government,
it was time for me to announce my
candidacy and that I would not accept
large contributions. We need a
government that all people can afford.
People have quit voting because they
feel it doesn't make any difference
what happens."
The candidate stressed that
"Campaign financing is the key to not
being shackled by big money interests.
CANDIDATE WITH MAYOR — Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Ralph Ed Graves of Bardwell chats -with Murray Mayor Melvin Henley at
Tuesday night's reception for Graves. The candidate former commissioner
of the state Department for Local Government, has said that he will accept
no contribution larger than 523 from a single contributor.
_ sale Phoicapleilk 112_2_it. h.. Lee'
VISITS NORTH — During a tour of the Calloway County School System and prior to a speaking engagement with
Murray lions Club Tuesday night, Raymond Barber, right, deputy superintendent of public instruction in Kentucky
Depariment of Education, toured first grade classes at North Elementary. He's shown here chatting with North first
graders as principal Jim Wiper and first grade teacher Jackie Cassity look on.-
Photo By to% ell Atchley
Official Says Parents, Teachers
(-Must Share In Education Duties
tacky education over the past four
years.
"We've had a 71 percent increase in
appropriations to elementary and
secondary education during the last two
bienniums and a 103 percent increase in
money for vocational education,"
Barber told the Lions group.
' Barber said the Kentucky School
Building Authority, which the General
Assembly mandated, will be providing
classrooms in school districts that
cannot provide them:
The new state Education
Improvement Act provides money for
'statewide testing and implementation
of remedial programs. "The test scores
of our youngest students are im-
proving," Barber said, pointing out
education officials- "have just CCIfil-
•piled" statewide test scores.
....af—.State_Superietenelent of Public - Barber said there is a correlriben- •
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
A'key-,official in Kentucky Depart-
ment of Education says parents with
children in school may be asking too
much of classroom teachers in
developing what he calls "the total
youngster."
Raymond Barber, deputy superin-
tendent of public instruction in Ken-
tucky Department of Education, told a
-large gathering of Murray Lions
members ahd their guests here
Tuesday night that parents, educators,
the church, judicial system and other
segments of society each should share
the responsibility in educating children
totally to meet the oeetis ot society.
Barber told newsmen after the Lions
speech that he is "giving serious
consideration" to running for the post
Gov. Julian Carroll in education and in
1976 he joined the department of
education as the highest appointed




Prosecuting attorneys began calling
their first witnesses early today in the
case against an Indiana man charged in
Calloway County, Circuit, Court with
first degree sexual abuse.
Jury selection prior to 11 aim. in the
case of Commonwealth vs. Jerry
Harriman, who is also known as Robert
W. Hart, charged with sexually abusing
a 9-year-old county child at the home of -
--114114elikeintribrarrvarwreT- ^T. MMus_
'15e2SLgatAit--.thaiarittea;-644-- 4 iatioi‘'ia110•11tre-47ff•ree•-•191,̀"‘hirtrei bet""""Pe"64131reg46'el98"1"tritil The child took the stand .shortly "
Carroll Hubbard, but also Thelma expects to announce his  political in-  more of our younpters scored at the 
before n today.
-:—Stovall, -George Atkins, Harvey . vane' Ientirlis in early; December. national level-Wan in previous years," 
Harriman -is charged with an incident -
and Terry McBrayer."
idates. Not only. do I have to beat Graham currently holds. He !Said he education achievement. "Nine percent
Councilmen To Review Proposed Budget
A review of the proposed 1979 budget
for the city of Murray's revenue
sharing funds is,,among the items ex-
pected to be discussed by the Murray
Common Council Thursday evening.
The council, which meets at 7:30 p.m.
In City Hall, will also consider:
— A memorandum of agreement
between the city and the dog warden.
— A bid quotation on repair of one of
the wells in the city's water system.
— A resolution requesting the in-
stallation of a traffic control signal at
the intersection of Sycamore and S.
16th Streets.
— Recommendations from the
Murray Planning Commission con-
cerning the Pasco Subdivision,
rezoning rity-owned property on U. g.
641 N., tend rezoning the Edwin
WATCH THE BIRD!— WTVF cameraman Fred tkipwiarth.Ntiosto*Opypi,;--
several Murray NIA School 'athletes Tuesday; Nashville's Chamyel 3 Crew
vya at the school to prepare a sew:nen( It SesaliwALibt Scbinal...: odc44.11 
A4 ray IliWi-vrbele—aTiiied. The program wilt air at I p.m. Saturday, Der
It
gaff Moto By Debbietil. tee
Robinson property on Payne Street.
— A resolution releasing Chester
Engiqeers from step one _of the city's
201 Facilities Plan.
The meeting, postponed from last
week due to the Thanksgiving holiday,
Is held in the council chambers on the
second floor of City Hall. Council
meetings are _osige.,_ to the general
public.
Barber said, citing the rest-scores.
Graves said he didn't think his Barber told newsmen Department of Barber said that control of education
campaign contribution limit will Education officials "will keep a close -belangs in the local school districts."
hamper financing for his campaign watch" on the -upcoming special session - He said federal money also leads to
advertising. "I will have to use my of the Kentucky General Assembly. He federal guidelines and controls in
resources more frugally than the other said education officials will have a keen connection with that money. "It causes
. candidates. I cannot waste any money. interest should the session to have an us a great deal of concern.. when a
"It's ridiculous to spend as much impact on the budget for elementary federal law is passed and there is no
money for a governor's race as some of and secondary education. "We will money to back it up," Barber said.
the candidates say they are going to work closely with the General Barber said education "must take the
spend. I think I can campaign ef- Assembly and the executive branch, leadership role" in providing the
fectively and personally without flying and provide the information they ask curriculum needed to meet the needs of
from town to town." for and try to provide the expertise they society. But he pointed out that
desire on instructional programs," education is a shared responsibility.
Barber said. He said the education system in
Barber's appearance before Murray Kentucky _must provide an alternative
Lions Tuesday night highlighted a tour education program for those students
of Calloway County School System as a not wanting to go to college.. _
truest of the county school board and Barber, a native of, Allen County,
superintendent Jack Rose. graduated from. Western Kentucky
The deputy superintendent cited University with a BS and MA. He
increases iri teachers salaries, free taught school and served- in various
textbooks for students in all grades, education administative posts. A one
health insurance for all full time • time member of the Kentucky House,
education system gmployees, money Barber joined the state department of
alloted to defray instructional fees education in 1971 as assistant director
costs, and more cash for capital outlay,
as some of the achievements in Ken-
Live From Murray High'
, for the federal Title I program. In 1974
he became administrative assistant to
it's 'Spotlight On Schools'
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
"Murray High School is one of the
best schools we've been to in the two
years I have been doing the show,"
Donna Sadler,Yrproducer of WTVF's
"Spotlight On Schools" said upon
-leaving the school after filming
Tuesday afternoon.
vtrvF, -Channel 5 in Nashville, will
feature the local school on the show
which will air at 1 p.m. Saturday, Dec.
16. Each week a secondary school in the
Channel 5 viewing area is chosen to be a
part of the show whose purpose is to
bring the coastructive activities of the
area's young people to public attention.
'Emceed by Jonathan Seamon, WTVF
"Eyewitness News" reporter, the show
is totally student- oriented from plan-
ning stages through actual TV• . •production.- • - •
Mrs sadler continued, _"The kiits 
-tyro lium dime a/1 the-lg.-ark. They are
just fantastic. We came in here and just
picked up their enthusiasm."
Seamon said, "I become one of the
students for a white. You come into a
school and don't know anyone and when
you leave you have 12 or 15 new
friends."
"Quit of the 65 schools we have been
in, I would rate this one in the top five,"
said cameraman Fred Skipworth, who
has been with the show since its
beginning in January 1976. "Three out
of those five have been Kentucky
schools. This is a well-disciplined
school."
According to Bill Jay, vice president
and director of miblic affairs programs,
"In a WTVF survey of the area, we
found that television was not devoting
enough attention to  majority of our
young people in the 14-to-18 age group.
We wanted WTVF to be the station to
fill this need, and Iihink we're doing it
with this series.
'bur people have devised a magazine
wit h' the maior aspects of high school
actiyity. Then we ask each school
chosen to select a Student 1'V Unit -
These young people divide up the
format and produce the various
features themselves under the
guidance of the Channel 5 staffers."
The students shoot some of the movie
film, still pictures and sound tracks on
location at the school. They are also
involved-during the final videotaping at
the Channel 5 studios when they handle
most of their own camera work.
Mrs. Clara Humphreys and Mark
Etherton were appointed as faculty
advisors for the show. Student
responsibilities included: Rhysa
Griffith, producer; Tracey Nall,
director: Debi Henry, mbvie camera;
Reed Hainsworth, still photographer;
Mike Kurz, sports director; Debbie
Geurin, talent coordinator; and Mitzi
Cathey, promotional coordinator.
A panel compod of threa students
,
TerrY Smith, eane Gregory and
Stacey Overbe ylewfst_$tYl forinatasaIli faaturairaaahiclwatial scone t nto what the young people'
of Murray are thinking about
reported to authorities in mid-July. '
Ballots Must
Be In By Dec. 4
Monday, Dec. 4, is the final date for
county producers to return ballots for
the Calloway County ASC Community
Committee Election, according to
David E. Riley, county executive
director.
Producers should votefor three men
of their choice out of the farmers who
were nominated and return the ballot to
the ASC office. In order for the ballot
to be counted, producers should be sure
to sign the certification envelope.
Riley urges all producers to vote
since the elected committeemen will
serve•in their respective communities
for 1979 and will also serve as delegates
to the County Convention to elect a new
member on the County ASC ComTittee.
today's index  
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with light rain likely by af-
ternoon. Highs from the upper 40s
to-the low 50 s. Light rain COn-
linuing tonight and changing to
snow . flurries before ending
around midnight. Lows in the low
and mid 30s. Partly sunny on
Thursday. Highs iii the enid and
upper 40s.
001••••••• Rawest--
•- Fair Friday anti turday -and
clouity with a chance of showers-
Sunday
• c
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A SPECIAL PROGRAM of Christmas music will be
presented by the chorus of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at the general open meeting of the
club on Sunday. Dec. 3. at 3 p.m. at the club house. B. J.
BerriII, right, will direct the chorus a ith Norrine Winter, left,
as accompanist. The members alnays plan a special
program with outstanding music each year for the special
Christmas e‘ eat to open the holiday season. Members of the
Home Department will be chairmen of the hostesses from
each id the ten departments of the club. The club house will
be decorated for Sunday and for the mourn of Discember by
the Garden and Sigma Departments. Bonnie Jones, general
president of the club. inites all members and the public to
attend.
Your Individual e7Ri 
Horoscope /6.1\vo
  Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY, one small
NOVEMBER down.30, l979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 er
Don't let optimism lead to
carelessness on the job or
neglect of health. Still, it is a
good time to make future
plans.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) etS4Sil,
Important financial gains.
can now be made despite the
reservations of others. Plan
estate, insurance, tax and
retirement fund matters.
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20 .fniY
Partnership , conoerna go
well today, though there might
be, hesitancy About a live-in
situation at present. The
accent is definitely on
togetherness.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)48)0
Self-doubt should not let you
pass up a favorable job op-
portunity. Fo4ow up hunches




y TV ing7227WG teK
Don't let money problems
detract from a day of pleasure
with -loved ones. creative
activity and hobbies are also
favorably aspected.
VIRGO
TI( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) P
Don't let worry about a child
or loved one keep you from
enjoying yourself now. The
time is ripe to have some
friends over.
LIBRA'
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22, ri
An influx of phone calls and
letters should make this a
busy and happy day. Express
your viewpoints, and don't let
problem get you
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nte'V'
Accent the positive in
business and financial
dealings and you'll make
important progress. Don't
take a friend's downcast mood
personally.
SAGITTARIUS IC>( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )(Lies
A work-related problem
may be a signal that it's time
for you to display initiative
and show others your pluck.
Trust hunches.
CAPRICORN
1 Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)V
You may choose to do your
problem-solving in private
now, and there's no reason
why you can't come up with
the proper solution.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Chances are nine out of 10
people you meet today will
like you. Don't let that one
unfriendly look get you down,
though.
PISCES -
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You may not get immediate'
feedback from a close one re a
career development, yet you
can make significant gains in
most areas-of life now.
YOU BORN _TWAY—can,
write, speak and se112:1f you
overcome a tenderiey to
scatter_ your ,eaessisies  and
talents, you'll succeed. An
adventuresome attitude
towards life brings you in
contact with a variety of
people,, with the result that
You know how to appeal to
crowds and can attain a great
following Watch out for the
negative expression of your
creative gifts as fixed opinions
and inflexibility of will. You
can succeed as an- author,
painter, writer of songs,
statesman, or in any oc-
cupation where selling and the
ability to promote are assets.
( • •
• ...4).:••. 
••• •• ool:dah4:1 so so is • tb so •
tonites movies
For Program Information. Please Call 753-3314
411ithnsinut
Ends Thur.

















Holt's Audubon Wildlife Film
entitled "Okefenokee, Land of
Trembling Earth," will be
shown at the Student Center
Auditorium, Midray State
University, at 7 p.m. This is
open to the public_ at no ad-
mission charge.
Prayer Group will meet at
at 7 p.m. at Seton Center,
North 12th Street, Murray,
with Bob Gillespie as speaker.
Rose Cutting Classes for
'Murray-Calloway. County....
Senior Citizens with Albert'
Parker as instructor will be at
the St. John's Center, 1620
Main Street, Murray, from 10
am. to 11:30 a.m.
Reservahoni for the annual
Christmas Open Houses and
Dinner for , Dec. 2 by the
Murray State University
Women's Society should be
made by noon today with
Patsy Miller 7534718 or Pat
Weatherly 753-5819.
Bowling for Senior Citizens




Study will be held at Seton
Center at 7:30 p.m. Persons
are asked to bring their
Bibles.
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
the rectory at 1:30 p.m.
Knights of Columbus of St.
Leo's Catholic Church will
hold its ladies night at 6:30
p.m. This is a social activity
and is open to all adults of the
Parish. A potluck supper will
be served.
  • .
Ivan C. Kars, df OK Harris
Gallery, New York City, will
deliver a guest artist lectures
at 7:30_ p.m. in the Clara . M.
Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
`‘The Miracle Worker,"
three act drama of Helen
Keller•s life by William
Gibson, will be presented at
the Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is
$3 per person or by season -
ticket.
A trumpet recital by J.
Robert Grisham, Jr., 'Hen-
derson, will be presented at 7




. Ellis Center will be °pen
from 10 a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray'
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10.05 a.m., conunittee
meetings at 10:30 a.m., lunch
at noon, table games at 1 p.m.,
and blood pressure taken from
1 to 2 p.m.
Concert by Murray State
University percussion en-
semble will be. presented at
8:15 p.m. at the Old Recital




sponsored by MSU Rodeo
Club, will be held at 7:30 p.m.
at the Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road. Admission will be
$3, adults, $2, students, and $1,
children 6 to 12. A special




applications to sit for the 1979
CPS Examination is today.
Applications are available
through the Murray' Chapter
of The National Secretaries
Association ( International),
by calling Joyce Wooden at
753-4926 or 753-2758.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will have a potluck supper for
members and families at 6:30
p.m. at the lodge hall, High-
way 121 North at Johnny
Robertson Read. A Christmas
party will follow the supper.
Second night of Murray
State Intercollegiate Rodeo
be at the Exposition
Center. College Farm Road,
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $3, $2,
and $1. A clown act will be
featured for the children.
Pacers Homemakers Club
will have a Christmas pert
with husbands as guests at
6:30 p.m. at the North Branch
of the Peoples Bank.
Golden Age Club . will not
meet today but will meet Dec.
8.
Saturdify, December 2
East 'Calloway PTC will
have a chili supper at 5:30
p.m_ followed by country
• music show at 7 p.m. at the
• school. Admission for show
----sitt—We Sic adult, • 30 cents,
•
Saturday, December 2
Third night of Murray State
Intercollegiate Rodeo will be
at Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $3, $2, and $1. A
clown act will be featured for
the children.
Captain Wendell Our)'
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution wilt
meet at the Holiday Inn at 1:30
p.111. with Dorothy Byrn as
hostess.
Murray State University
Women's Society will hold
-open houses at 4:30 p.m. in
homes of members and the
Christmas dinner, at 6:15 p.m.
in Room 228, Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Christmas
on the Farm at Empire Farm,
Eagle Search at 8 a.m. at
Center. Station, and Lantern
Tour of The Homeplace-1850
at 7 p.m.
Muscular Dystrophy
Association and Kappa Alpha
of Murray State 'University
will have its first Dance-A-
Thon at 8 p.m. at Beshear
Gym, Murray State, at 8 p.m.
For information call 753-9075.
Toy Sale will be held at 501
North Seventh Street, Murray,
from S a.m. to 3 p.m., spon-
sored by Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints.
Jackson Purchase
Historical Society will meet at
the Marshall County High
School Gyns, Draffenville, at 6
p.m.
The Miracle Worker,"
story of Helen Keller's life,
will be presented by Murray
State University Theatre at 8
p.m.
Sunday. December 3
Murray Art Guild will have
open house with a special
display for the Christmas
holidays from 2 to 5 p.a. The
public is invited.
Annual Christmas music
program by Chorus of Music
Department of Murray
Woman's Club, B. J. Berrill,
dIrector, will be at 3 p.m. at
the club house. The publig is
insited.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Gibbs
will be honored with a
reception in. celebration of
their 50th wedding an-
niyersary from 1:30 to-4
at the ConiniunitY




By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB —1 ant
having trouble in my stom-
ach and the family doctor
had colon X rays taken and
said there was nothing
wrong. Everytime I have a
bowel movement, I get an
awful aching pain in the
lower part' of my stomach
sometimes on the left side.
The doctor says I must
have a spastic colon.' He
prescribed liquid Donatol. I
took it for a while but I
started to get a dry mouth
and throat and the -doctor
changed me to Libras. I
understand Librax is a tran-
-quilizer. All my friends tell
me not to take tranquilizers.
and that it is noteood for
you.
Dr. Lamb, what do you
suggest I take? Is the tran-
quilizer bad? I'm suffering
so, I went to the health food
store and they told me to
take , vitamin B-1. I am
trying it but it is not helping
either.
Do you think my, case is all
nerves? I'm 72 years old and
I am nervous right now,
because my husband is sick.
He has a bad case of em-__
phys'ema and has to take
oxygen so I worry about
him. would appreciate any
7115, suggestioneapu can make.
9:10
04.4.11.
41 ( entralCtr •




DEAR READER -- You
could have a spastic colon
and very often it is associ-
ated with a normal colon' X
ray. If, you don't see the
spasm at the effect of it on
the X ray, there isn't any-
thing to see.
Let me say at -nrica that
nervous tensien can aggra-
vate a spastic colon, even if
it isn't the primary cause.
Donitol is sometimes used
in Snuth 
as 'it helps to block the
nerves to the digestive tract
that seem io stkstiutate the









Closed TB Friday. -
I. 
•
• • ' combination rnediapie. It• .
ir cause a dry mcnith..




contains a substance to help
block the nerves b, the-diges-
tive tract also, and it con-
tains Librium whictyis the
tranquilizer part.
If you are nervous, it
might not be a bad thing for
you to use, it. particularly
during this period of stress.
It works very well in some
patients with various diges-
,tive disorders who are sub-
ject to nervous tension. The
excessive use of tranquiliv
ers, and. particularly using
them in combination with an
alcohol habit, is bad. There .
are good indications for
them and your case may
fully justify their use.
NO, I am afraid that vita-
mins aren't going to help _
your condition whether you
take vitamin A. B, C, D or E.
I would suggest that you
take a good look at your diet
pattern and make sure you
are getting enough bulk in
your diet. I'm sending you
The Health Letter number 2-
1, Irritable Or Spastic Colon
and Constipation, to give you
more information about
bowel function.
Other readers who want
this issue can send 50 cents
with a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
If you are able to improve
'your bowel function, you
may stop having these pains
in your . lower abdomen.
Left-sided pain in the lower
abdomen is often associated
with improper function of
the colon. This is frequently
where the spasm is located.
There is more to training
the bowel than just • taking
bulk. You need-to develop a
regular reflex pattern. This
requires a good breakfast
with plenty of liquids. This is
explained in more detail in











- I Enroll Now!753-0129or 753-7370 *
MUrfirriiiiiii • Carat Ile.
Golden Anniversary
Open House Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Pi as C n
Mr. and Mrs. Pleas Green will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 3, with an open house
at their borne on Route 2, Buchanan, Tenn.
Hosting the event will be their son, Ronnie Green, his wife,
Brenda, and their daughter, Stacy.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 5 p.m. on Sunday at the Green home.
Mr. Green is a retired farmer and Mrs. Green is the former
Irene Brown. They attend the Retorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints at Paris, Tenn.
Golden Age Club Luncheon
Held At' Methodist Church
The Golden Age Club met on
Nov. 3 in the First United
Methodist Church for the
monthly pot luck luncheon and
meeting. Paul Kingins gave
the blessing with the following
members participating:
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mears/
Mr. and Mrs. Roger'
Burgoyne, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Schlueter, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Gertzen, Mr. and Mrs.
.0. C. McLemore, Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
Mrs. Artis Fuqua, Mrs.
Birdie, Parker, Mrs. Thelma
Parker, Mrs. Naomi Sch-
walm. Mrs., Tennessee
Outland, Mrs. Ovie Sue
Galloway, Mrs. Robbie
Harrison, Mrs. Calista
Clanton, Mrs. Katie Overcast
and Mrs. Hildred Sharpe.
Also Mrs. Rebecca Weter,
Mrs. Sadie Harrell, Mrs.
Modena Butterworth, • Mrs.
Mattie Parker, Mrs. Lucille
Rollins, Mrs: Nell Rhein-Mrs.
Mary Ray and Mrs. •Fley
Caldwell..
Hostesses were Mr. and
THORN BOY
Chad William' is the name
-chase's by -Mr-, -and- -Mrs,
William Joel Thorn of Almo
Route- 1 for their baby boy,
weighing 8 pounds 15 ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on,
Friday, Nov. 17, at 3:50 p.m.
at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
The father is self employed.
They have another son, Joel
Chris, 3. •
Mr. and Mrs. William Lee
Thorn, Almo Route 1, and Mr.
and Mrs. Claud Wilson,
Murray, are the grand-
parents.. Mrs. Florene Cobb,
Mayfietd, Mrs. Ploy Edwards,
Almo, and .Mrs. Myrtle
Burden, Paris, Tenn.., are the
great grandmothers.
Mrs. Burgoyne, Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Schlueter and Naomi Sch-
walm. Table decorations of
chrysanthemums, dahlias and
roses were furnished by Mary
Mears, Paul Kingins, Rose
Burgoyne and Mattie Parker.
Following the business
meeting presided by Ten-
nessee Outland, the group
enjoyed an outstanding
'performance by Ken Leys and
Jane Bailey.
The December meeting will
take place on the second
Friday Dec. 8) at which time
members are teminded to
bring their donations for the
fruit basket. This will be the
annual Christmas party with
the singing of carols and









Bill Phillips, local attorney, '
was featured as their guest
-asieaker. 
"Future Financial Plan-
ning" was the topic of Mr.
Phillips' talk. He stated that in
his work as chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens, he has noted
that estate planning is




planning, estate taxes, and the
use of gifts and trusts to
reduce these taxes shouldhe
encouraged." Mr. Phillips
further stated that too many
times assets can be wasted
through a lack of knowledge





Murray Assembly No. 15
Order of the Rainbow for Gfra
held its regular meeting or
Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hail on Highway 121
North.,
An initiation was held with
the degrees of the order being
conferred upon Mary Ann
Gordon.
Lana Lasater, worthy ad-
visor, presided. Barbara
Windsor was mother advisor
Other members present
were Angie Thweatt, Clarissa
Thorn, Trisha ClarkarVeronica
West, V ickey Weatberfprzi,
and Michelle Cook.
Joe Lasater, Sybil Lasater,
and Marilyn Weatheford were
the other adults present.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Dec. 5, at? pn
at the lodge hall.
/
BENTON PATIENT
Marie Jackson of. Hardin
was dismissed Nov. 21 from
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
HAS EYE SURGERY
Mrs. Willie B. Jackson
underwent eye surgery at the
Bascom-Palmer Eye Institute
on Nov. 20. Persons may send Recher cards or letters to the
Institute, 1638 NW. 10th Ave
Miami, Fla. She will he
hospitalized until Dec. 1. Self
Suppose
: to you and
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SOUTHWEST FESTIVAL — The Southwest Calloway Elementary-School held its fallfestival with Monty Ray, son of Houston and Hazel Ray, and Beverly Blakely, daughterof Henry and Linda Blakely named as 1978 Junior High King and Queen; and BobKemp, son of Bob and Martha Kemp, and Liz Marquardt, daughter of Gary and Bre,ndaMarquardt, as 1978 Elementary King and Queen. Winners of prizes included CeliaTaylor, Jane Barnett, Charlotte Grogan, and the infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Gib-son. Featured in the king and queen crowning were, left to right, Bob Kemp and LizMarquardt; second row, Breda Huie, lane Ann Cook, Monty Ray, Beverly Blakely,
Suppose someone came up
to you and asked you to name
20 things you really like about
.,.. yourself. How would you
s react? Would you find this
---1: easy?
If not, don't feel bad. You're
i not alone. Most people find it
difficult to see the good things'
f in themselves.
4 "For whatever the reasons,
we typically haven't done a
„ --.- very good job in really
becoming 'aware of our per-
sonal strengths," says Sam
, Quick, Extension family life
1, specialist in the University of
' Kentucky College of
f Agriculture.
1 Here are Quick's ex-planations for our negative
s attitudes about ourselves, and
t a suggestion to help yous
1 recognize your own strengths
- i fora happier life.
Perhaps it's a reflection of
. the tendency in society to give
‘ so much attention to disasters,
r difficulties and shortcomings
,:. in general.'
„ T "we t1et this Lendeacy.
everyday in 'the problem-
oriented stories typically
printed on the front pages of
1, our newspapers. Likewise, 'to
take -another example, we
a ordinarily .seek medical ex-
pertise not as a. way of staying









cope with illness or injury.
We obviously_ have a
widespread tendency to both
dwell and act upon the
negative. The plain and
simple fact is that, however
you slice it, our strengths 7-
those things we're really good
at — too often get overlooked.
Sometimes we think that
learning to identify and
develop -our personal
strengths will give us a "big
head," or is being just too self-
centered. But this isn't so. Not:
if it's done right. Failure to
recognize our personal
strengths has nothing to do
with true humility. In fact,
recognizing and putting to
constructive use the qualities
we have been endowed with is
the real cornerstone of both
humility and greatness.
Our strong points are some
of the most important and
basic tools we have for
creating effective and happy
lives. And to be able to use
these tools we need to be well
Do-yoursetf a favor. Take a
few moinents and try to
pinpoint and jot down 15 or 20
reasons why you really_lika— -
yourself, including some of
those qualities you have that
can help you be of service to
others. You may want to ask a
family member oi• a close
friend to help you out. Hang on
to your list, add to it as time
goes by and keep it some place
where you'll see it often.
Remember, we all have
hundreds and hundreds of
wonderful qualities, though
most of them_ remain
unrecognized. Let's tune in
more on these positive
qualities. As we do so, we'll
find that we has/ rmlre to offer






Hay. 786 between 121 & 94 753-2544
Shawn Alexander, Gary Roberson, Kim Shelton, crown bearer, Chris Bynum, trophy
bearer, Stephanie Miller, crown bearer, Robin Green, and Jana Wilson; third row,
Michael Mills, Ashley Poyner, John Wuest, and Jason Sims; fourth row, Robin Wester-
man, Debra Hopkins, Amy Bryan, Tina Brandon, Chuck Storey, Missy Farris, Christy
Nance, Sherri Gallimore, Connie Manning, and Lisa Morefield; fifth row, Cory Lambert,
Anthony Young, John Hassell, Junior Holland, Kerry Erwin, Jill Johnson, Chris Taylor, Lisa
Workman, Mark Waldrop, Scott Adams, Jeff Orr, and Curt Oliver.
Photo by Carter Studio
THURMAN HONORED — Tripp Thurman, seated on the second row, was honored at a reception by the MurraySenior Citizens on Thursday, Nov. 16, from 1:30 to 3 p.m. Thurman was appointed the first of September asexecutive director of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens program. He is a graduate of Murray High Schooland Murray State University. Among the special_ guests at the reception were his mother, Mrs. Galen Thurman, Jr.,seated left on the second row, and his maternal grandmother, Mrs. Glin Jeffrey, seated right on the second row. Hisfather. Galen Thurman, jr., was also present, but is not pictured. About 80 persons called during the afternoon hoursal the Ellis Center, according to Verona*Grogan. director of the Murray Senior Citizens Prokram...
Staff Piloto-ft), Debbie N. lee•
Dramatic changes in our
food consumption patterns
oyer the years are pointed up
in figures released by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
We are eating more beef,
chicken and fish than our
grandparents did but less
fruits, vegetables, bread and
cereal products.
''From a nutritional point of
view, the most significant
changes in the American diet
in the last 65 years have been
Young Adults And
Youth Class Meet:
For Lunch ,& Hike
The Young Adults Class and
Youth Class of Russell's
Chapel United - Methodist
Church had a picnic lunch at
Kentucky Lake recently. The
class also had their yearly
sightseeing hike in the
surrounding areas.
Those attending were Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Stom, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Harris, Mrs.
Betty Bray, Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Garland, Mickey Stom.
Mary Ann Jones, Marty Stom.
Cindy McManus, Monty Stom.
Lisa Garland, and Bradley
Bray.
•Bel-Air ( enter
an increase, in fat and
sweetener consumption,'
says Fudeko Maruyama,
Extension specialist in the
University of Kentucky
_College of Agriculture.
The foods and nutrition
specialist adds: "Fat
provided 42 percent of our
calories in 1976, about a third
more than in 1910. Refined
sugar, corn syrup and other
caloric sweeterners supplied
18 percent of our calories in
1976, a full 50 percent more
than the 12 percent of calories
that sweeteners added to 1910
diets."
-- Vending machines were
rare 100 years ago. Now 'We
spend about 5 percent of our
food dollar - $10 billion ayear -
at these machines.
Maruyama points out that
one of three dollars is spent
away from home, mostly in
restaurants. A big share of
that dollar is spent in fast food
restaurants.
Per capita consumption of
calories has decreased 3
percent over the past 65 years.
But our lifestyle has become
more sedentary — calorie
expenditure has decreased
More than 3 per cent. The
difference, then, is a surplus
of calories consumed.
Gni* ens gilt of good hoolifi. lamely Ivo end 1'4,
for foinfog Seroscr•foirti A consolers lino ol Atlas
eookln ogynifs oprodsgow, at...thoetfulton•s at
resulting in a gradual increase
in the incidence of overweight
and obesity, according to
Maruyama.
Consumption of fruits and
vegetables, which had been
declining steadily for 50 years,
have made a reversal and
have begun to increase.
A USDA survey of 1400
households in 1976 indicated a
renewed interest in nutrition
and health. About one-fourth
of the respondents said that
someone in their household
had changed his or her diet as
a"result of a health problem
overweight, high-blood
pressure, etc.): Another
quarter of the respondents
said that someone in their
household was altering their
food habits to prevent such
health problems.
"Reducing fat and sugar
consumption and eating more
vegetables,- fruit and whole
grain or enriched cereal
products would be a good start
toward a healthier America,"
says Maruyama.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Kenneth Smith of Kirksey
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Gayle Thompson of Dexter
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.•
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
J. W. Williams of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Ha Douglass were honored with a dinner in
celebration of their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Nov. 26, at twelve noon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Pritchard, Lynn Grove.
The couple was married Nov. 28, 1928, by the Rev. L. V.
Henson at his home in Benton. Their attendantseere Mrs
Lucille Henson Lilly of Benton and the late Lewis Lilly.
Mr. Douglass, the son of the late E. F. Douglass and Minn.,
Sexton Douglass, is active in all organizations of the Masonic
Order. Mrs. Douglass, the former Nova Miller, daughter of
the late Leo D. Miller and Jennie Jones Miller, is an active
member of the Nature's Palette Garden Club and the First
Baptist Church. •
The Douglass couple was in the hardware business at
Fourth and Main Streets, Murray, for 40 years betore their
retirement in 1968. They now reside at 1307 Olive Boulevard,
Murray.
Others present for the dinner beside? Mr. and Mrs.. Prit-
chard and Mr. and Mrs. Douglass were James Lawrence,
Larry Pritchard, and L. D. Miller, Jr.
DEAR ABBY: I am a young married woman. During a job
interview today I was asked, "Do you plan to start a family
in the near future?"
I was flabbergasted. I never dreamed that such an inquiry
would be made in this day of equal rights, working women,
postponed parenthood, etc.
Abby,- my husband and I are a family. And besides, I in-
vested a great deal of time and effort in earning a college
degree and, right now, my career is of paramount
importance to me.
I am certain that a male applicant would not have been
asked a question like that. In your opinion, is that a proper
question to ask a female applicant? Or am I getting all shook
up about a legitimate request for information?
K IN PONTIAC
DEAR K: When a new employee is hired, the employer
makes an investment in time and training. He therefore has
a right to know if the applicant plans to have a family or
not -and DO, when. ,
Some women take a leave of absence from iliefr Jamie
have children and raise them. Men do not.
DEAR ABBY: No names please. If anyone knew I wrote
this I'd die of embarrassment.
What is the difference between a mule, a donkey and a
jackass?
I have heard that mules are sterile. So if 'a mule can't
reproduce how come we still have mules? Thank you.
OLD ENOUGH TO KNOW BETTER
DEAR OLD ENOUGH: A mule is the offspring of a
jackass and a mare. When a male horse mates with a female
donkey, the offspring is known as a "hinny." A hinny is
capable of reproducing, but the mule is almost always
sterile.
An ass is simply a donkey, and • jackass is specifically •
male donkey.
DEAR ABBY: This may not seem very important to you
but it's important to me. Our dog snores. Although he sleeps
in the kitchen, we can hear him ill over the house.
Don't suggest we put him n outside. It's too.cold, He's only a-
pup but he snores so loud he sounds like an old man.
Sometimes his snoring interferes with my sleep. Any
suggestions?
1.;EDAH RAPIDS, IA.
DEAR C.R.: Dogs, like people, can have a nasal obstruc-
tion which causes them to snore, so do yourself land your
pooch) a favor and take him to the vet.
If that doesn't help, try earplugs (for you). I wouldn't sug
gest putting a dog out in a Cedar Rapids winter.
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulation. or thankryou letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $I and a long,
stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Hever-
ly Hills, Calif. 90212.
FREE CHIMNEY INSPECTIONS
Find out for certain if-'your chimney or
stove is coated with dangerously flammable
creosote! This offer good in Calloway Coun-
ty only!
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps
759-4878
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce
Big. Savings At Nome Center.
Savings Up To 30% Off Our Regular
Low Price In Stock Carpet.
Green Sculptured Rubber Back 
V‘''aTangerine Short Shag Jute I
Gold Saxony Jute 
 Was $.3 4..9045 Now $2: 5.9  
Was $4.50 Now 82.95
Moss Green Saxony Jute 
Red 'Black Level Loop Jute  Was $33..909  Now $2:95
Soft Gold Saxony Jute  Was $4.95 Now $4.50
Forest Green Plush Jute Was $4.95 Now $4.50
Chocolate Plush Jute Was $4.95 Now $4.50
We always have bargains - Now we have
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Vandalism is a senseless act.
It is destruction for the sake of
destruction.
Yet, a growing number of
persons, young or old, are ap-
prently getting a thrill out of
shooting windows out of cars
and buildings, destroying
mailboxes, and setting fire to
school classrooms.
We believe most vandalism
would stop if those who commit
WO acts would stop and think
about what they are doifig.
First, they are damaging
property.- Most homeowners'
and auto insurance policies
have _at least $50 or $100 deduc-
tible clauses. This means that
the cost of one or two windows
with BB-gun holes in them will
not be covered. The owner will
have to pay for the repairs
themself.
Second, many vandals also
take the chance of injuring or
even killing someone with their
pranks. For instance, vandals
'recently turned on the gas jets
in a junior high science room. It
is lucky indeed that a tragedy
did not result.
Third, those who damage the
belongings of others take the
risk of getting caught, being
arrested, getting a police
record and facing the em-
barrassment of being convicted
of a crime.
Vandalism is not worth it.
The risks invdlved are too great
to justify the brief thrill that
might result.
RAFF r










Heardine is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: . I am a common-law
wife and we live in a state which does
not recognize the common-law
marriage. my common-law husband is
the father of my children. Are our
children eligible for benefits on their
father's earnings .record? - P.N. 
They may be. In many states a child
born of a cornmorelaw marriage may
be recognized for inheritance purposes
even if the state does- not recognize the
validity of the common-law marriage:
If the child has inheritance rights with
respect to his father and he is living
with or receiving contributions from his
father, he can receive dependent
children's benefits.
Even if the child is not eligible under
the applicable state law, there are four
other alternatives. If your common-law
husband has been declared the father
by a court action or ordered to pay
support because he is the father, or if he
has acknowledged the chilTten in
writing, the children can qualify. In
addition, if you have other evidence to
show that he is the father of your
children and he is living with or con-
tributing to the support of the ebildre.n,
they can qualify for benefits on his
earnings record. • •
If there are other questions you need
answeredecoucerning Social Security,
we have a very easy-to-understand
book called "Heartline's Guide to
Social Security." It is available by
sending $2.00 to P.O. Box 11934,
Chicago, 111. 60611. Please allow six
weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: Several years ago. I
moved from my hometown to a new
state. I have had medical problems
recently which my new doctor here
Bible Thought
feels will call for surgery. I would
really like to get a second opinion from
the doctor I had back in my old
hometown. However, he would have to
run the same tests and X-rays that
Medicare has already paid on for me.
Will Medicare cover these same ser- „
vi if I k d  - T Jces see a secon opinion'. .
We are not qualified to give medical
advice to our readers. We receive
hundreds of questions daily pertaining
to medical care, medicines, etc. We
always try to refer our readers to the
proper source for information.
We can understand Your concern over
your surgery. Any surgery is a big step.
We suggest that any person planning on
having surgery get a second opinion..
Sistond (ffilhlorle are acimetiffies vetY
pertinent in many decisions and are .
covered by Medicare, since they are
obviously for diagnostic purposes.
----Most doctors will not be offended by-L-1s
their patients Seeking a second opinion!,
especially for surgical purposes.
Second opinions can be received from a
specialist who is knowledgeable in the
area of medicine your case pertains. If
you wish to contact a specialist; there is
a toll-free number you can call (1-800-
325-6400) to get the name and address of
a specialist in your area.
Remember, Medicare will pay 80
percent of the reasonable charges for a
second opinion and sometimes these
opinions can give you much more
confidence about your doctor and your
surgical needs. Sometimes the surgery
may even be avoided or postponed if
alternative methods of treatment are
suggested. _
HEARTLINE: I never Warted under
Social Security. How much would I
have to pay for Hospital Insurance and
Medical Insurance? - T.D.
From July 1978 to Jane 1979 you
would have to pay $63.00 per month for
Medicare Hospital Insurance (Part A)
and $8.20 per month for Medical
Insurance (Part B).
HEARTLINE: What is the time limit
for submitting a Medicare claim? -
D.F.
If you received services between Oct.
1, 1976, and Sept. 30, 1977, you have until
Dec. 31, 1978, to send in your claim. If
you received services between Oct. 1,
1977 and Sept. 30, 1418, you would have
until Dec. 31, 1979 to send in your claim.
It is always best to send in your
claims as soon as possible after the
service is performed.
Blessed is the man whom thou
ebooseth, and causest to approach unto
Thee, and that he may dwell in they
courts. - Psalm 65:4.
"I was gltd Wien they said untoone;
Let us go into the house of the Lord."
We are always welcome in any house of
worship.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor Are welcomed'
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and-phone-number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possilile
and should be on topics of general
interest..
• Editors reserve-, the right to
_limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray :Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
(Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher Winter I. Apperson
Editor • R Gene McCutcheon
Tbe Murray ledger & "[Imes is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, 
Christmasilay, New Year's Day and Thanksgiv ng by
Murray Newspapers, Inc 103 N 4th St.
Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray. Ks 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers. 52 75 per month. pbyable in advance
Hy mail in Calloway county and to Benton. Hat
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farnuneton. 5y , and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Th., 119.50 per
Year Hy rnattuto other destinaUprts, $3500 per
Year
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Aasociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
The Associated Press is excluaively
























itoeiailtrE‘ans and Robert Novak
The Linkage Deadlock
WASHINGTON- Underlying tension
between President Carter and Israeli
Prime Minister Menahem Begin,
simmering off and on ever since the
start of the Camp David summit, is
heating up again under the latest threat
to the Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty.
The immediate issue today is the
deadlock between Israel and Egypt
over President Anwar Sadat's demands
for a target date to conclude follow-up-
negotiations for self-rule on the West
Bank and in Gaza. The deadlock has
thrown the administration's mediation
effort into jeopardy and the way it
Letters To The Editor
came about has, fairly or not, further
undermined U.S. confidence in Begin.
The target-date formula for Gaza and
the West Bank was hammered out the
night of Nov. 11 in nearly four hours of
tough bargaining between Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance and the chief Israeli
negotiators: Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan, Defense Minister Ezer Weiz-
man and Aharon Barak, the Israeli
legal expert. It4tas no binding effect
and it would not be included in either
the preamble of the treaty or the treaty
itself but in a side letter.
But when that Dec. _X- 1979, target-
Thoughts On The Sabbath
To The Editor-
I very hUmbly submit the following
little article.
The other evening, November 10
(Friday) as I was reading the paper.
my eyes fell upon an article entitled
"Reverence for the Sabbath."
Naturally, being a Sabbath observer, I
read with interest the-article:
Let me say! do not know the arthur of
this_artic e. nor is it mx.intentions to_
raise an arguinent, but just would like
to point out a few texts for your readers'
consideration.
As a watchman on the walls of non, it
my duty lb give the trumpet a certain
sound.. . .
If one does not study this article
carefully it could'appear that there was
a change from the Sabbath to what
many sincere Christians think is the
Lord's day (Sunday thogirst day of the
. week).
The scriptures do not bear this opt.
For your consideration in the quietness
of your own home and with much
prayer for wisdom (James 1:5) and
understanding, please give serious
thought to a few texts of scripture.
In Revelation 1:10 John gays, "I was
in the Spirit on the Lord's Day." There
is no indication which day is the Lord's
Day in this text, so we will have to look
at another text to find which day Jesus
says is the Lord's day, Mark 2:28 says,
"Therefore the son of man is Ldrd also
of the Sabbath." This _makes it clear
that the Lord's day is the day the Son of
man is Lord of and He says it is the
Sabbath. In Matt. 12:8 we read, "For
the Son of man is Lord even of the
Sabbath day."
The article referred to the Jewish
Sabbath. Jesus never called the Sab-
bath Jewish for in the verse that
proceeds the one we just read, Mark
2:27, it says, "And He said unto them,
the Sabbath was made for man, and not
man fdr the Sabbath." and again in
Isaiah 58:13 God calls the Sabbath, "My
Holy _Day." •
Which day is the Sabbath of Gad?
'Exodus 20:8-11 tells us, "the *seventh




we read, "As His custom
was, He went into the Synagogue on the
Sabbath day." Not one place does it say
Jesus kept holy the first day of the
' week. It tells us in Isaiah 66:22-23 that
we will worship on the Sabbath in the
New earth.
Doesn't it seem a bit strange to you
that for the larger part of the history of
this world the Sabbath was kept holy
and then for a short period of time we
change over to worship on another day
and then go back to observing The
Sabbath in the New earth. I know how
many of you feel, just as I did, for I was
taught that Sunday was the day for
Christians to observe.
I have a book entitled, "From Sab-
bath to Sunday" and will give one
absolutely free to the first ten people
eho request a copy. Write, phone, or




Search For Glider Pilots
Dear Editor:
A search is on to locate all former
military Glider Pilots of World War II.
These were the pilots who flew the
Army Air Force CG-4A combat gliders
and had a "G" on their silver wings.
So far we have located about 2200 of
the original 6000 men who qualified to
fly gliders. Our association was formed
six years, ago, holds annual reunions,
publishes a quarterly newspaper called
"Silent Wings", maintains a museum.
and has restoredg CG-4A which will be
assembled in panes.
We are a .unlque and extinct group
since there were so few of us and there
will be no more of us.
All military Glider Pilots of WWII are
urged to contact me at the following
address. I yould also appreciate
hearing from anyone who has in-
formation. concerning. our .glider
comrades killed in action or since
deceased.
We are a non-profit veterans
organization and will deeply appreciate
• ..your assistance in lositim ttig 4hnve




Area Wing II Commander.




Your support in promoting the 22nd
annual Telethon of Stars is deeply
appreciated.
The Lions Club, WPSD-TV Telethon
keeps before us the opportunity for
people to give of themselves for the
benefit of others. During this season of
Thanksgiving, the board of managers,
the staff and the handicapped children
• and adults receiving help at the West
Kentucky Easter Seal Center give
thanks to the many people of our area
for devoting your time, efforts and so
touch heart toward their rehabilitation
by giving to the Telethon in such a.
generous manner.
May each of you enjoy the goodness
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date formula was presented to Begin at
Kennedy International Airport in New
York the next day, the prime minister
rebuked his negotiators in front of
Vance for having agreed to it.
This was a virtual repeat of an earlier
Israeli performance when Begin's
cabinet rejected "linkage" between the
Egyptian-Israeli treaty and the follow-
on West Bank-Gaza issues agreed to by
Begin's negotiators as part of the
treaty's preamble. American pressure
reversed that rejection, but there are
no signs of change in Israel's "take it or
leave it" rejection of a target date for
autonomy_in Gaza andthe West Bank.
At stake here is the heart of the Camp
David compromise that President
Carter believed inextricably "linked: 
Israel's peace treaty with Egypt to
follow-on negotiations on the West Bank
and Gaza. One American Mideast in-
sider told us that the Israeli "con-
tortions" to undermine the linkage
understanding reached at Camp David
were similar to Begin's backing .out of
his agreement with Carter ,on the
wiestion of Jewish settlements on the
West Bank. Carter was not amused.
What particularly angers Carter's
men is the repeated Israeli charge that
the U.S. is doing Egypt's work at
Israel's expense - tilting toward
Sadat. Even Dayan, perceived, here
along with Weizman as an extremely
able and - resilient negotiator, said last
week in Israel that' .1 don't think the
Arnericans alwaYs use an equal yard-
stick toward us and toward Egypt."
Carter and his top aides disagree. Not
a word or phrase in the once-disputed
preamble to the treaty or in the still-
deadlocked side letter on "linkage"
makes the Israeli-Egyptian treaty
conditional on what happens - or does
not happen - on the West Bank or
Gaza. U.S. mediators have repeatedly
told the Israelis that Egypt has never
attempted to impose a legal obstacle to
carrying out any of the terms of the
Israeli-Egyptian treaty because of
what may happen on the West Bank.
Carter's impatience is growing.
Moreover, the president and his men
believe that if the deadlock over
"linkage" persists, they hold most of
the political cards to put serious
pressure on Begin - pressure that so
far has not been applied.
Top Mideast officials here, speaking
around the country in public forums in
support of Carter's peace efforts,
report that Israel's overall political
strength in the U.S. seems to be
declining. Two questions from the
audience have dominated these
sessions: When will the U.S. "stand up"
to Begin? Why must American tax-
payers Pay Israel some $3.5 billion - in
addition to the regular $1.8 billion of
routine, annual U.S. aid - for the
Egyptian treaty?
A recent poll by the Roper
organization strengthens the finding
that American voters may be becoming
more skeptical about Israel. Asked
about the use of U.S. troops to protect
access to Mideast oil, barely over half
of Roper's respondents said they were
opposed; but asked about U.S. troops if
Israel needed help against an Arab
invasion, 65 percent said they were
opposed.
Carter insiders privately insist that
at the lowest point of the Camp David
summit, when all chance of com-
promise seemed gone, the president
was pondering an exhaustipe poSt-
summit review that, however gently,
would have isolated Israel. That fateful
possibility evaporated when agreement
was achieved at the last moment.
But Carter men sal( that presidential
v_v_e_azon,...tint.halteen the Ca
David breakthrough, is still available.
If the deadlock over "linkage"
threatens to undermine the treaty, it




John Ed SCott.,- local weather ote
wryer, said today that 3.76 inches of
rain fell in Murray from early on the
morning of Nov. 27 to the next morning,
Nov. 28.
Lt. Col. Gary W. Pugh was presented
the nation's second highest award for.
meritorious service, the Legion of'. ,
Merit, on Nov. 26 by Col. Eff W. Bird.:
song, prodamor of military science at
.
Murray State University. U. Col. Puglp
served in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include J
Williams, Artie Lee Chambers, muff
Thomas Buchanan.
Melanie Boyd and Rita Hurd of
Murray, Lynn Young of Paducah, Jerry
Pritchett of Earlington, and Margaret
Ann Adams of Hopkinsville are the five
semi-finalists for Miss Murray State for
1968-69.
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the
Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, and Athletic Department,
Murray State University, will speak at
the Murray High kootball banquet,.
sponsored by the Murray Jaycees, on
Dec. 2 at the Southside Restaurant.
20 Years Ago
The first real winter weather of the
year arrived here yesterday with sleet,
snow, and rain covering the city and _
county.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lula
Vance, 67.
Preston A. Jewell, Aviation Elec- •
trician's Mate Second Class, U.
Navy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B.
Jewel, is serving at the U. S. Naval
Missile Center, California.
Miss Alice Ykters, one of the oldest
members of the'irst Methodist Church
and who spent 43 years as a missionary
In China, will be honored by the church.
on Nov. 30. She is now 90 years of age..
Joe Bob Brewer, star halfback for the
Murray High School Tigers' football
team, won a berth on the All Western',
Kentucky Conference Football Team
for 1958. --
30 Years Ago
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds have accepted a bid to play a
football game with Sul Ross college of
Alphine, Texas, on New Years Day in
the Tangerine Bowl, Orlando, Fla.,
according to Football Coach Fred
Faurot and other college officials.
Deaths reported include Mrs, Nix
Harris, 53; Mrs. Elizabeth Turner, 81,
Mrs. Millard F. Graham, 64, and Mrs.
Ada Brook. - --
Anna Lou steety will be crowned as
basketball queen at Hazel High School
at the Hazel-Puryear game on Nov. 30.
Her attendants will be Faye Poster,
Violetta' Vick, Norma Parks, and Ann
White. The junior basketball queen will
be Kay James with Patsy _Hughes and
Clara Shoemaker as attendants.
Eli Alexander, 176 pound end for the
Murray High School Jfigers, has been
named to the Associated Press All-
State Football Nod. ,
Quinton Simons& news editor Of The _
Ledger & Times, has accepted a
,positIdti as superliitendent--nr




By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov._ 29. the,:
333rd day of 19'78. There are 32 days left -;
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1760, the French
surrendered Detroit to the British at the •
end of the French and Indian War.
On this date:
In 1825, the Arst Italian opera
presented in the United States,
Rossini's "Barber of Seville," was
performed in New York.
In 1899, the United States, Swit-
zerland and France recognized the
Republic of Brazil.
In 1922, archaeologists announced
they had found fabulous treasure in the
tomb of King Tutankhamen in Egypt. "
In 1929, U.S. Navy IA. Cmdr. Richard
*-Byrd radioed that he had made the first
flight over the South Pole.
In 1945, the monarchy was abolished
in Yugoslavia.
In 1963, President Lyndon Johnson
named a commission headed by Chief
Justice Earl Warren to investigate the
assassination of President John Ken-
-'4nedy.
Ten years ago: A state of emergency.
and night curfew were ordered in,
Newark, N.J., after hundreds of police
and firemen staged a sick-call strike for
higher pay.
Fiveyears ago: More than 100 people
perished in a departme,qt store fire in
Kumamoto, Japan,
One year ago: The Soviet Union
declined an Egyptian invitation to take
part in informal talks in Cairo to
prepare for a Geneva conference on
Middle East peace.
Today's birthdays: Artist James
Rosenquist is 45 years old. Skier
althaline-Cbdie AS_ .32.. WrItcy—Willie—_..
Morris is 44.
Thought for today. 'The only limit to
our realization of tomorrow will be our
doubts of today - President Franklin
Roosevelt, 1882-1945.
•
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Committee Eyeing Insurance
Ripoffs Aimed At The Elderly
. •
WASHINGTON tAP) — In
:Oansas, a 94-year-old man
Arought 26 accident and health
Insurance policies in three
years
;.:s. In Florida, an elderly cisepie
:ifelayed making needed
;:yepairs on their refrigerator,
;:television and stove so they
;:pould keep up prenuums of
;:f2.882 a year on 19 policies.
And in Pennsylvania, an SO-
...Year-old woman spent over
150.000 on 31 •.)11,•,.es. she
•:
•
bought over a three-year
period, taking out a $3,000
bank loan to help her make the
payments.
The House Aging Com-
mittee, going public after a
six-month investigation,
reported Tuesday that the
nation's senior citizens fall
prey by the thousands to
unscrupulous insurance
agents who make their living
selling ' worthless or
overlapping health insurance
policies
While saying that many
agents deal fairly with senior
citizens, the committee said
some unscrupulous salesmen,
coached by their supervisors,
routinely use lies and deceit to
high-pressure apprehensive
elderly customers into buying
more insurance.
The revelations prompted a
call from the National Council
of Senior Citizens for closer
government scrutiny over the
SHOSN S STUART COLUCTION — Gladys Jarrett, a library science student at Murray
State University: presented a book resiew of lesse Stuart's DAUGHTER OF A LEGEND
for Murray Middle School seventh graders. At the conclusion of the presentation, Mrs.
Jarrett, who has done esterisive research on Stuart, showed the students a part of the
material she has collected concerning Stuarts life and writings. The presentation was
coordinated by Mrs Joan %ikon Middle School librarian, and Dr. Edwin Strohecker,
St S.U. librarian In photo above are. (from left) Mrs larrett larretURavsha Roberts.
David Fleming, lire Morgan and lay knight
Photo lv Live Peebles
Kenady-Says He Wants Eipanded
Markets For Kentucky Products
. FRANKFORT. Ky. (API —
-A Christian, County farmer
and member of the American
Agriculture movement says
* would work ta expand
Ilinvign markets for leq,tucky
f*baceo aid grain dèleçed
.-911ite agriculture.
ieissioner. -
',..•-bon E. Kenady outlined six_
, niajor areas of his campaign





.far all xentileky_Aerirlatitral 
pebducts, with initial em-
asis on tobacco and grain.
-Worlung for the location of
mreat packing and_
processi‘plants inentucky
alid -the development of more
isliirkets within the state for
egricultural products. He said
iircreasing processing
facilities would provide more
jobs for Kentuckians and
encourage diversification
among smaller farmers.
—Support for completion of
the. Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway. He said the
waterway, which will provide
closer access to the Gulf Port
at Mobile, Ala., will reduce
transportation costs and in-
crease export markets for
Kentucky farmers, -
—Support for labeling of all
meat as to its country of
origin. He said that would give
consumers a chance to decide
for themselves whether they
want to purchase a United
States or foreign product. -
—Working to get gasohol
plants in Kentucky, which
roduce fuel from grain. He
d this would provide more
fue and additional em-
ployment and. also a market
for grain\
—DeveloPrnent of farmer
markets in urban areas.
Kenady, 39, is. a native of
Caldwell County. He currently
farms 400 acres with his son in
a diversified operation in-
cluding burley and dark-fired
tobacco, soybeans, corn, beer,:
and pork.
Kenady, who has a master's
degree from the University of
Kentucky, is a member of the
Kentucky 'Farm Bureau and




CoTpetition Char es 
• 'meth-gap" policies, those
sold to supplement benefits
provided under Medicare.
Council director William
Hutton proposed creation of a




control over the insurance




said. close scrutiny is needed
They said the main respon-
sibility should remain with the
states, but had several
suggestions for federal
supervision.
Albert E. Lewis, New York
state insurance com-
missioner, suggested passage
of a law to limit the types of
insurance policies that can be.
promoted through the mails.
Richard -I.. Mathias, Illinois
insurance director, told the
panel the Social Security'
Administration should make a
greater effort to explain to
senior citizens where the gaps




America,- an organization of
more than 300 insurance




It can't be good for the
policyholder or the company,"
said Robert F. Froehlke,
association president.
Froehlke said most com-
panies are responsible, but .
added, "We are aware of the
problems that exist because a
few companies and some of
their employees are not."




Education and Welfare issue,.
voluntary standards. Under
his suggestions companies
meeting the standards could
advertise the fact that they do..
Pepper said government-
-financed Medicare severs_
only about 3$ percent of a;
senior citizen's medical ex-
penses.
As a result, he said, an
estimated '15 million of the
nation's 23 . million elderly,
citizens have bought private
policies to provide- sup-
plemental coverage.
AA estimated 19 million




physicians and has caused
substantial injury to the
public, a Federal Trade
Commission judge ruled
today.
The AMA, the nation's
largest association of doctors,
adopted and enforced a "code




took other steps that con-






CAPS protect and strengthen
your truck's tailgate. Made to cus-
tom fit Chevy, Ford and GMC pick-
ups. Made of stainless steel—Will not rust.
Installs with four screws. Shipped postage






This year give (or get) the enusual




qoi o West Morris Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46241
'dom tion, Judge Ernest G.
Barnes
The AMA practices have.
the effect of p1cing "a for-
midable jmpedient to
competition in the de'hy,ery of
health care service by
physicians in this country,
the judge said. "The Miracle . Worker," a
"That barrier has served-to three-act drama of Helen
Keller s life by William
Gibson, will be presented by
the University Theatre at
Murray State University Nov.
30 - Dec. 1-2.
Curtain time for' each
performance will be 8 pin. in
the University Theatre of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Set in the 1880s, "The
Miracle Worker"' 'Veils the-
story of Helen Keller's life and
struggles with a world in
which she cannot see. The
show is directed by Dr. 1Mrk
Malinauskas.
Admission to the per-
formance is $3 per person or
by season ticket.
Tickets may be obtained by
purchasing them at the
University Theatre Box Office
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. starting
Monday, Nov. 27, or by con-
tacting the University Theatre
762-4421.
The play is being entered in
the American College Theatre
Festival.
19,,Levea  chased
deprive consumers of the free
flow of information about the,
availability of health care
services, to deter the offering
of innovative forms of health
care and to stifle the rise of
almost every type of health
care delivery that could
potentially pose a threat to the,
income of fee-for-service
physicians in private practice.
-The costs to the public in
terms of less expensive or
even perhaps, more improved
forms of medical services, are
great," Barnes said.
His order requires that the
AMA revoke any ethical
principles that restrict ad-
vertistng Of solicitation by
physicians.
There was no immediate
comment from AMA officials.
Barnes' order is not a final
decision of the FTC in a case
first filed in .1975. Before it
takes effect, the five-member
commission will have a
chance to review it.
year at a- epst of about $4
billion, Pepper said. He
estimated that $1 billion of
thatsiawasted- en policies
are unneeded or overlap other
coverage.
Miracle Worker
To Been Nov. 30
A LITTLE PUDGY
OVERWEIGHT-DOWNRIGHT FAT
Diets have not v‘orked. the 'yo-yo- effect n akes then
a easte of effort leaving the dieter with the san P or
more v eight than before.
YOt' HAVE TRIED EVERYTHING?
YOt' HAVE .NOT TRIED
MODIFICATION!
A NEVI.' APPROACH'.
A series of classes vi ill be sponsored by HEALTH IN-
DUSTRIES of Murray.
For isforesseism • collIS9-4$36
• • work@ < . As •


















































These Items On Display






Potato Chips 9 oz 88c
Delta Facial
Tissue 150ct 2/89'
Taco o Shells ,oc, 55'
Godchaux Powdered
Sugar 16 oz 38'
dgrinorserale 6 pk Si 89
Scot Lad Cranberry
Sauce , 6 oz 1/89'
F F V Flavor

































Good Only Al kofey's
- Septets:- Dec 6
COUPON














































































< Compare Our LQ1N Sheff PriceS 
Purina
Dog Chow $99251b j
Carnation
Canned Milk 5 1/2 oz 22'
Hein.
Baby Food 4Oz 16'
— Play
Bingo and Win






















USDA Choice Beef Shoulder
Swiss Steak
COUPON










• • - Nh:il
• Expires Dec 6 '78 













































Limit 1 with $7.50
Additional Purchase Excluding
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How To Keepg Your Family's Health Records
If you. lived in one place andalon these tips
had the same doctor all of
your life, there wouldn't be
much reason for you to keep
your own health records. But,
people move around more
these days. Or they may
change doctors or see
specialists for different health
problems In a modern,
Inobile society, your health
feeords may have trouble
keeping up with you. So, the
only person who can keep your
complete year-by-year
medical history is you.
To help you do this, the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare passes
Because heredity can play
an important role m some
diseases, you should record
any serious illnesses in your
family background. Be sure to
include those of parents,
brothers, and sisters on both
sides of the family. List 4
history of such diligent ea
cancer, diabetes.-
and heart conditions. If any of
these relatives are deceased,
record the cause and age of
their death. Give your doctor
this information when
discussing your own medical
history.
Koop track of your blood
prewar, too — good idea
to have it checked every 6 to 12
months. By keeping a record,
you'll be aware of any
significant changes.
Note injuries as well.
Injuries from accidents may
Mink in disabling conditions,
or years hake, they can be the
leasiorgalaracsoso of aloes&
So, carefully record this in-
formation.
Start your family's im-
munimtion program early in
life — usually when a child is
two or three months old.
Keeping immunization
records up-to-date CM 1111
long way towards resifts a
healthy family
Sometunes, several of the
childhood vaccines may be
combined in a single shot --
for example, measles, rubella
and %Limps. Others require an
initial series of injections over
a period of weeks. or months
Immunization against
preventable diseases is not
always permanent. By
recording the dates of each,
you will know when anyone in
your family needs a "booster




Army Reservists and former
members who will be eligible
for retired pay at age 60 now
have the opportunity to
participate in the extended
Survivor Benefit Plan (SLIP).
Pending publication of new
forms and detailed ad-
ministrative guidance, any
reserve component member
or former member now
eligible for retired pay, but
who has not attained age 60,
should execute a "statement
of Intent" concerning par-
ticipation.
Each 'service member
should file one of the three
following interim statements
of intent with his important
personal papers until further
Department of the Army
guidance is provided. The
statement should be signed by
the member, member's
spouse, and a witness without
insurable interest.
Option A — I decline to
make an election at this time.
Survivor Benefits Plan Open Guardsmen
I will remain eligible to make
an election for coverage at 60.
Option B — I elect to provide
an annuity beginning on my
60th birthday should I die
before that date, or on the date
of death should I die after my
60th birthday.
Option C — I elect im-
mediate annuity starting the
date of my death," whatever
my age at death.
The interim statement of
intent will substantiate a
claim for an annuity under
SHP and serve as a basis for
determination and cer-
tification of eligibility for pay
until proper execution of the
final Army form.
The survivor of any eligible
member who died on or after,
Oct. 1 of this year should
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Village Eigth Dirty Kids Stocking
Stuffers, Village Both Gift Set -- ---
Ghiradelli Fine Chocolates
Lay-.A.-Way Free Gift Wrapping
Open Til 8 p.m. - Mon.-Fri,
and 1-5 On Sun.
• • •.. altAoMmial"IIV,INSOV.4.04111411111ameairtbv..."1.060.W11•015,....ifi
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Visa & Master Charge 753-3642 - Mon -Fri
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Murray High Wins Opener, But Calloway Edged
Boone, Harcourt Carry Tigers--,.
Past Trigg's Wildcats 72-54
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
CADIZ, Ky. — "We can't.
win playing seven men," have
grumbled basketball fans
since the beginning of
timeouts, in reference to the
winning opposing team and
the two officials whom they
felt weren't exactly fair.
But Trigg County did have
to face six Murray High
players — or at least that's
how many men were on the
floor for a moment for the
Tigers last night. By then,
however, Murray owned a 21-
point lead and was well on its
way to a .72-54 triumph over
the Wildcats that opened the
Tigers' season.
With just under two minutes
remaining, junior reserve Guy
Furr entered the game to
replace senior guard Mike
Bradshaw. Bradshaw missed
the signal to exit, and an of-
ficial noticed the extra Tiger
player. He whistled Murray
with a technical foul, and
Trigg outscored the Tigers 7-4
the rest of the way..
That was the only thing
positive, though, for the
winless Wildcats in the second
half. They sank only nine of 26
field-goal attempts (31 per-
cent), and at one time trailed
by 23 points.
The easy victory didn't
satisfy Murray High coach
Cary Miller, however. "We
were sloppy, but I guess that's
typical in a first game. It's
great to win that first one to
have for experience, but we
have a long way to go." .
He may have felt his team
had along, long way to go in
the contest's opening minutes.
Murray went nearly four
minutes into the game without
scoring as Trigg jumped to a
4-0 lead. Finally, with 4:35 left
in the first quarter, Ed Har-
court sank an eight-footer.
The Wildcats built their
advantage up to seven — 11-4.
— before the Tigers rallied.
They tied the game at 16-all,
then took a six-point lead on
three straight bank shots by 6-
5 center Howard Boone. Boone
finished the first half with 11
points and was .the game's
high scorer with 17.
"We played very well at
times," said Miller. "We'll
just have to increase the
amounts of time that we do
play well. We missed enough
easy shots tonight to win by 40
points."
Both teams missed easy
shots, and floor play was just
as sloppy. The two squads
combined for 38 turnovers, 52
personal fouls and 59 free
throws.
Trigg sank 18 orits 26 tries
from the charity stripe, but
the Tigers hit only 20 of 33.
Both teams shot poorly from
the field. Murray hit 40 per-
cent (26-65), while the Wild-
cats were good on just 33
percent (18-55).
"You can't really look at the
first game and determine
weaknesses or strengths,".
said Miller. ."Some- of the
players were nervous, and I
think that had somehthing to
do with the shooting."
Boone also led all reboun-
ders with 15, followed by
It's Official
forward Ed Harcourt with 10.
Nick Swift came off the bench
to graheight errant shots and
score 14 points.
The Tigers took a 37-26
halftime lead— thanks mostly
to the shooting and rebounding
of Boone — and increased it to
20 points in the third period on
Greg Latto's two free throws
for a 55-35 advantage.
After that, the closest 'Trigg
could get was within 17 at 6144
with 3:56 left. Murray out-
scored the hosts 9-3 over the
next two minutes to take its
biggest lead of the night, 70-47.
Not a single Trigg player
manafed to score in double
figures. Todd Lain led the way
'with eight points, followed by
Bobby Acree, Randy Cren-
shaw and Calvin Baker with
seven each.
Charles Alexander, a senior
who has signed to play football
with Murray State next
season, started at guard for
Trigg and scored five points. '
Trigg fell to 0-3 With the loss.
It had previously dropped
decisions to Todd Central and
Christian- County. Murray
High, 1-0, hosts perennial
. First Region power Paducah
Tilghman Friday.
Tiger A's 52, Trigg 35
Murray High trailed 22-17 at
the half, but outscored Trigg
22-7 in the final quarter to win
going away.
"We pressed them well in
the second half, that was the
difference," said coach Mark
Brady.
Guy Furr led all scorers
story, boxscore, page 10-A ,
McNamara Replaces Anderson As Reds' Skipper
By the Associated Press
CINCINNATI — John
McNamara and Sparky
Anderson, two of baseball's
nice-guy managers, face new
beginnings. .
The Cincinnati Reds, saying
they wanted a "new ap-
proach," fired Anderson -after
nine years and hired twice-
fired McNamara Tues'
The move came two -years
after Anderson guided the
Reds to consecutive world
championships in 1975 and
1976 — Cincinnati's first World
Series triumphs since 1940.
Despite compiling one of the
best managerial records in
baseball, Anderson was
dismissed after two years of
second place finishes.
The job was offered to
McNamara, 46, as he was
managing a last place team in
the Dominican Republic
winter leagues.





history, hopes to stay in
baseball.
"I just hope I've made, big
.-enough impression on this
game that someone will come
calling," Anderson said from
his horrid.  in Thrum-arid Ciaks,_
Calif.
Anderson, a surprise choice
when he was hired by the Reds
in 1969, became one of the
most successful managers in
baseball, winning two world
championships, five division
titles, and four National
League pennants. He has a
863-586 record, an average of
almost 96 victories a year.
-The two-time National
League Manager of the Year
was stunned when Reds'
President Dick Wagner flew
out to California Monday with
the decision.
Scott Barrow looks for an opening in lost night Calloway Coun
ty•Farnengton battle. Farmington erupted in the final quarter
to whip the takers 69 63 star phi.ro h% Pent. It
"I . had no idea- R. was
coming," Anderson said. 'But
that's what life is all about.
You never know what's
around the corner."
The Reds said Anderson,-44,
would be asked to fulfill
special assignnWitt*TW
remaining . year of his two-
year contract. *
_McNamara previously
managed the Oakland A's and
the San Diego Padres. He
spent last season as a coach
for the California Angels.
"I'm flabbergasted to have
an opportunity like this," said
McNamara, who signed a
oneyear contract with the
Reds. -
McNamara, a soft-spoken
man, is known for his ability to
get along well with his
players. -
"He communicates with
players as well as any man
I've ever been around," said
Roger Craig, who was
McNamara's pitching coach
and now manager of the
Padres.
But communication has not
always meant success. He was
dismissed by Charley Finley,
despite a second place finish
in 1970, and left San Diego
after three-plus seasons in
1977.
He has a major' league
managing recoscLpf 321-388.
Although Waglier said the
situation calls for a "new
approach," McNamara ad-
mits the-Fe are many
similarities between himself
'AM Anderson..
"We both have a similar
type of .personality,:: said
McNamara, who described
himself aS "low key."
"I'm not a talkative person,
but if I have something to spy.
I say it."
The following is an at.-glance look at
Dr major league records ri departing
Cincinnati Reds manager Sporty
Anderson and his succeuor John
McNamara
Year, Team, Position, Won. It
Andessen
1970 Unctnnoti First 102 90
1971 Cincirouitt Fourth 71 CI
1972 Cincinnati flint 11 59
1173 Cincinnati First W 13
1174 Cincinnati Second N 14
1915 ('incineuitl Fine 101 2,4
1979 flairmail First 102 10
1977 Cincinnati Second 114 74
IMO Cipcinuti &Keret 92 II
Ma)ow league totals 1921-5111.
McNamara
e-19111 Ookand Reread 9 S •
NN °ALM second ve 73
lettlaa-Diess-111201411 let -
1V1 flan 'Dago Furth 71 Ill
• 1971 Ran Diego Fifth 73
1977 Ran Diego Fourth IS 11
WkNamoro reptoced Hank Hauer
Sept 19, INI
replaced by Alvin Dart May 310. 1971
Lowering The Boone
Howard Boone shoots over Trigg County's Al Cossey in the fir-
st half of Tuesday night's Murray High season opener. Boone
led all scorers with 17 points as the Tigers triumphed 72-54.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Miirray Ledger & Times
Farmington Surge Means First
Win Over Lakers In 17 Years
By KEVIN PENICK
. Sports Writer
FARMINGTON, Ky. — It
took 17 years for them to last
do it, but the Farmington
Wildcats nipped Calloway
County-69-63 here last night for
their first victory over the
Lakers since 1961.
The Lakers started the
game slowly; so slowly they
trailed 23-9 after the first
quarter. Nine of the Wildcats'
23 points came from seven
opportunities at the free throw
line.
This seemed to set the trend
for' the rest of the game as
Calloway acculumated 37
fouls in the contest and had
four players foul out. Far-
mington watctose behind with
24 fouls and two players out of
the game.
It was certainly to the
Lakers' advantage that the
Wildcats' 6-1 standout
Anthony Jackson.-was unable
to play due to back trouble.
However, the Cats still
managed to control the boards
throughout much of the game.
Calloway came back in the
second quarter to hold Far-
mington to 14 points while it
scored 23. What the Lakers
lacked in finesse they more
than made up for with drive
and enthusiasm as 5-10 junior
Terry Paschall.came off of the
bench to score nine points in
the quarter.
"I. can't explain the first
quarter at all," said Calloway
coach Clayton Hargrove.
Before the game I felt like we
were ready but it took the.first
period to wake the boys up. We
only started two of our star-
ters in the second quarter.
Kelly White came in off of the
bench and did a fine job for
Another nonstarter — Stan
Rushing — led the Lakers in
scoring. The 5-11 senior en-
tered the game in the second
quarter and finished with six
field goals in 12 attempts for 14
Points.
"Terry Paschall and
Rushing played an excellent
game off the bench. It was
Paschall's first real varsity
experience this season,"
Hargrove said. "I was really
proud of my bench. They
came in and did a fine job.
Maybe we were-too far behind
when we brought them into the
game."
With less than a minute left
in the third quarter and
Calloway down 45-42, Rushing
scored underneath for the
Lakers to put them within a
point for the first time since
early in the game.
A Farmington 20-footer
upped the advantage back to
three, but White sank a 20-foot
angle shot to again pull
Calloway within a point.
Wildcat center Darren West
hit two free throws which were
offset by a Craig Rogers' 20-
footer. Farmington led 49-47 at
the end of the third quarter.
The Calloway players
seemed to tire in the final
quarter as the Wildcats put on
a burst of energy. Farmington
ouscored the Lakers 20-16 over
the last eight minutes for the
final six-point margin.
"We can look for all kinds of
excuses but we have none."
said Hargrove. "They beat us
and that's hard to take, but we
got beat by a good ball club.
They waited 17 years for this.
We had some good play out of
our own team but they were
just better."
''You can't beat a team
when you shoot free throws
the way we did," said
Hagrove. His Lakers hit only
11 oP25 attempts, compared to
29 of 37 for Farmington. •
We'll just have to go hostie
and get ready to play
Ballard," Hargrove said. The
Lakers, now 1-2, face the
Bombers Friday: Far-
mington's victory pushed its
record 6-2, its best start in
recent memory.
_ -
Laker JVs 58, Farmington37
Calloway led at every stkip
in coasting to its third straight
victory without a defeat.
Gary Emerson poured in 14
points, and Larry Sanders
added 10 points and 1.6
rebounds for the winners. .
Larry really played well,),'
said coach Jimmy Nix. "lie
probably played less than half
the game; but he sparked us)'
The Lakers led 27-16 at the
half before outscoring the




County and Fancy Farm.
Calloway — Gary Emerson,
14; Richard Smothernian, 10;
Larry Sanders, 10; Marty
McCuiston, 8; Timmy
Graham, 7; Terry Paschall, 4;
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Oklahoma's Sims Wins Heisman
Senior Stan Rushing fires an attempt as Farmington's Darren West defends. Rushing led all
Calloway County scorers with 14 points but the Wildcats won 69-63. Staff photu bs Kevin Penick
Georgetown Shocks No. 19
Maryland; Illinois A Winner
By the Associated Press
LANDOVER, Md. — Coach
John Thompson of
Georgetown obviously was
happy after postinrhis- first'
victory ever over rival No. 19
Maryland, but he tried to
downplay the importance of
the 68-65 decision.
' 'We've beaten them once in
the . last seven games."
Thompson said. 'That's that
much to be proud of. .1 keep
telling the players our main
objective is to get into post-
season play. We're going to
have some hard knocks and
I've got to be patient."
The Hoyas, 2-0, have four
Starters back • from •the squad
Which set a school record with
a 23-8 mark last_ season, but
they also played four fresh-
men in the nightcap Tuesday
of the Tip-Off Tournament,
which opened with Navy: _
-beating American University
89-78.
Maryland also used four
freshmen, but Georgetown
won the battle of the young as
Eric Floyd led all scorers with
28. points. He scored 12 points
during a four-minute span
early in the second 'half to
spark a . 16-4 spurt which
turned a 45.-38 deficit into -a 54-
49 lead.
Maryland, now 1-1, failed to
soore on four trips downcoUrt
in the closing minutes When a
basket vsould have closed the
gap to One point.
-We just choked in the end,—
Sports Upcomipg:
Thursday
Murray State women_ls has • Mall (1-1  oa_East_Tea.. 
ne-Sieeson City, Tenn.
Calloway County girls basketball 134) vs Fulton City;
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Murray High Tiger football banquet; Colonial House"
• Smorgasbord,. 6:30 p.m.; public invited; featured'
speaker: Murray State football coach Mike Gottfried.
Friday
Murray High boys vs Tilghman: home, preliminary, 6
p.m.
Calloway County boys vs Ballard Memorial. LaC,enter,
K %
Saturday
MitiT113rState men vs Kansas. Lawrence, Kan.
Murray State women vs Louisville at Louisville. .
Sunday
Calloway County Athletic- Booster Club, December.
meeting; 2 p.m., high school cafeteria. •
a.
said Maryland Coach Lefty
Driesell. "Instead of working
for high percentage shots, we
:played into their hands and
took jumpers. We missed and
they got the rebound every
-time. We lost our poise."'
College Basketball
In other games, Terry Stotts
purnped in a career-high 24
points to lead Oklahoma to a
78-75 victory over Baylor;
Walter Daniels' 32 points,
another career high, carried
Georgia past Rollins College
96-68; Clint Richardson scored
20 points, including two
crucial. free throws with 18
seconds left, as Seattle
University downed
Washington 82-78; freshman
Kevin Boyle's 20 points paced
Iowa to .a 91-67 victory' over
Wichita State; Claude
- Gregory , had 21 points, in
;--.—Wisconsin's 73-684 come-
frombehind victory over St.
John's of  New_ York; and
Illinois got 13 points apiece
from forwards Neil
Bresnahan and Eddie Johnson
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By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Six players
have won the Heisman Trophy
as juniors. Only one, Archie
Griffin of Ohio State, repeated
as a senior. Oklahoma's Billy
Sims has a chance to follow in
Griffin's footsteps ...and he
plans to give it a shot.
Although his original class
at the University of Oklahoma
will graduate next June, Sims
has another year of eligibility
remaining. And afterbe was
annouaced ,Tuesday as the
winner of the 44th annual
Heisman Trophy as the
nation's top college football
player, he said that he will be
back to try for two in a row,
"I'll just play like I did this
year and let things fall in
place," said the 6-foot, 205-
pound junior running back
from Hooks, Texas, who
missed almost all of the 1976
season with an injury. "I am
not going to go in the ( National
Football League) draft. I am
coming back to .. school. A
degree is -something no one
can take away from yoU7' -
Sims' narrow Heisman
victory over Penn State
quarterback Chuck Fusina by
a point total of 827-750 was the
second closest ever and
Fusina actually received 12
more first-place votes than
Sims. The only closer_
Heisman voting occurred in
1956 when Notre Dame's Paul
Hornung edged Johnny
Majors of Tennessee by 72
points.
Sims is the naden's leading
;rusher and scorer and





AP Sports Writer .
Elgin Baylor, bolstered by a
two-year extension on his
'coaching contract with the
New Orleans Jazz, held a
pregame pep talk with his
players.
"We had a talk about
pride," said Baylor, "and the
team went out there and
played hard. We showed a lot
of character and pride."
Pete Maravich's 32 points
and Truck Robinson's' 31
points and 23 rebounds didn't
hurt, and neither did • a
tenacious second-half defense
that shut out Philadelphia's
Julius Erving over the final 24
minutes, The result, was a 107-
103 Jay-victory over the 76ers
Tuesday night. •
The team picked the right
time to get its act together,
too, since the announced at-
tendance at the Superdorne




Philadelphia with 25 points.
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
Washington Bullets trounced
the New .York Knicks 133-106,
the Detroit Piston surprised
the Los Angeles Lakers 105-
103, the Cleveland Cavaliers
beat the Atlanta Ha_wks 112-98,
the Milwaukee Bucks defeated-
)enver Nuggets 117-100,
the Chicago Bulls .upset the
P.haenix 'Sun9 124-117 and the 
Portland Trail Blazers topped
the Boston Celtics 102-97.
Bullets 133, Knicks 106
Washington won its eighth in
.a row, the club's . longest
Murray High Wins...
with 15 points, while Keith
Williams led the Wildcats with
eight. Greg Latto and Robin
Roberts chipped in 10 points
each for the Tigers, and
Darwin Bumphis added nine.
Murray — Guy Furr, 15;












Roberts, 10; Todd Bradshaw,
6; Darwin Bumphis, 9; hobby
Daniel, 2; Howie Crittenden,
0; Greg Schanbacker, 0.
Trigg — Keith Williams, 8;
Larry Marck, 8; Rodney
Vinson, 5; Tim Shannon, 4;
Steve Allen, 2; Mark Greer, 2.
. Tigers 72, YONlans 54
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totals 26 65 '20 .33 48 24 72
Triag County 18 55 18 26 37 78 54
,
• Trigg Todd Lain. 8 . Bobby Acre*, 7 Randolph Crenshaw, 7.




I! 23 21 17-72
# / 4 12, 1 / 17.34
Callioway Edged...
Jimmy Bynum, 3; Dan Key, 2. Coleman, 6; C611eY, 9; •
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winning streak in a decade,
hitting 52 percent of its shots
and routing the Knicks. filvin
Hayes led the way with .35
points and 16 abounds.
Pistons 105, Lakers 103
Earl Tatum scored five of
Detroit's final seven points as
the Pistons ended Los
Angeles' tolime winning streak
at 10 games despite 27 points,
16 -rebounds and 11 blocked
shots by the Lakers' .Kareem
AbdulJabbar. Tatum, a for-
mer Laker, got 19 points.
Ste 44‘
Big Eight Conference single-
season records by gaining
1,762 yards in 11 games and
scoring 20 touchdowns while
averaging 7.6 yardsper carry.
He tied a national record by
rushing for zaa or more yards
in three consecutive games.
Sims received 151 first-place
votes, 152 second-place ballots
and '70 for third place and
totaled 827 points on a 3-2-1
point system. Fusina's count
was 163-89-83-750.
Michigan quarterback Rick
Leach finished third with 89-
58-52-435 and Charles White,
Southern CalifOrnia's junior
tailback, was fourth with 36.-
74-98-354.
Rounding out the top 10 were
Louisiana State running back
Charles Alexanderr424144-
282; North Carolina State
running back Ted Brown, 5-19-
29-- 82, and Clemson quar-
terback Steve Fuller, 19-6-
13--82; Georgia Tech running




linebacker Jerry Robinson, 12-
11-12-70.
By game, Sims rushed for
107 yards on 19 carries against
Stanford, 8-114 vs. West
• Virginia; 8-33 vs. Rice while
'playing less than one quarter;
14-166 vs. Missouri; 25-131 vs.
Texas; 30-192 vs. Kansas; 20-
231 vs. Iowa State;- 25-202 vs.
Kansas State; 27-221 vs.
Colorado; 25-153 vs. Nebraska
and 30-209 vs. Oklahoma State.
Sims is the third Oklahoma
player to win the Heisman.
Ed Harcourt jump shoots over Charles Alexander in last night's Murray High victory over Trigg
, County. Harcourt scored 15 points and pulled down 15 rebounds. Staff phut° by Tony Wilson
GOODAPEAN
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, Per tire and old tires
▪ are no me lot 
Better Hurry...Winterize Now!
Goodyear's Suburbanite Poly-
ester snow tire gives you 4 plits
of polyester cord. Interlocking
tread lugare _self-cleaning —
dig down deip to pull you
through. Goodyear Suburban-
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F78-14 . 2 for $71.00 $2.44
078-14 -2 1101 $04.00 . $2.62
G78-15 2 for $114.00 $2.66
H711-15 .. 2 for MA $2.86 .
II
Now's The Time To Buy
Our Best Winter Radial!
F31 All Winter Radial .- dou-
4•1e belted with Fleaten, the
cord made from.aramtd fiber
that's a step ahead of steel.


















Cushion Dolt Poipsla• gives you
two fiberglass cord belts right
tinder the tread. They add strength •
and stability tor good wear, good
traction., Polyester cord body soaks
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Nussleman 17 Oz. 
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Deaths And  Funerals 
Mrs. Billy Bowen
Dies At Age Of 35;
Services Are Today
Mrs. Billy 4 V icitie Jo)
Bowen of Benton Route 8 died
Sunday at 12:30 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She as 35 years of age and a
member of the Coldwater
Church of Christ.
Survivors include her
husband, Billy Bowen, one
daughter, Miss Wanda Bowen,
and one son, Billy Joe Bowen,
Benton Route 8; her step-
mother, Mrs. Della Adams,
Mayfield Route 7; her
grandmother, Mrs. Effie.
Adams, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. John I. Myers, Benton
Route 4: three brothers, Billy
Ray Adams, Mayfield Route 7,
Charles Wayne *Adams,
Murray Route 1, and Bobby
Dale Adams, Villa Park. Ill.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with John
Hoover and Fred Davis of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in




The final rites for Edward
McMdlen of Houston, Texas,
who died in an automobile
accident here Sunday, were
held this morning at 11 o'clock
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating.
Pallbearers were Pat,
Jamey, and Johnee McMillen,
Raymond Crawford. John E.
Williams, and Buddy Spann.
Burial will follow in the Scotts
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. McMillen, 52, is sur-
vived by his wife, Carol, two
daughters, Miss -Cyndee
McMillen and Mrs. Tammye
Williams, and one son, Johnee
McMillen, Houston, Texas;
one sister, Mrs. Sally Ann
Grisham, Oxnard, Calif.; two
brothers, H. B. • McMillen,




Final rjtes for Ray Jackson
OCAlmo Route 1 are being held
today at Z.p.m. at the Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Glenn ! 
Flialit a  _tha...ftev. Julian - Ur.; Math's -
Warren officiating.
„Serving is Pallbearers are participates
Joe Dan Taylor. Dwain
Funeral Is Today
For J. Frank Page
The funeral for J. Frank
Page is being held today at 2
p.m. et the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe of-
ficiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist and soloist.
. Serving as pallbearers are
Aubrey Adams, Willie
Everett, Newel Bailey, Claude
L. Page, John Keel, and L D.
Workman. Burial will follow
in ths Oak Grove Cemetery.
Mt. Page, 89, died Monday
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His wife,
Mamie, died in April 1977.
He is survived by one son,
the Rev. Grover W. Page, one
granddaughter, Cheryl
Pierce, both of Murray, and
two sisters. Mrs. Jessie Crago.
Murray, and Mrs. Topsy
Buck, Dearborn, Mich. ,
Mrs. John Scott Is
Dead At Age Of 50;
Funeral Is Today
Mrs. John ( Ann M.) Scott'
died Monday at 7:10.p.m. at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Term. She was
50 years of age and her death
followed an illness of several
rrkin ths.
The deceased was born July
18, 1928, in Henry County,
Tenn., aod was the daughter
of the late Hance Paschall and
Santifee Lewis Paschall. She
was a member of a Baptist
Church and was employed at
Colt Industries, Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include her
husband, John Scott, Route 5,
Paris, Tenn.; one daughter,
Mrs. Patricia Gallimore,
Paris, Tenn.; two sons,
Frankie France and Bobby
France, Paris, Tenn.; two
stepson, Michael :Scott,
Paris, Ann., and John Wayne
Scott, Ida Grove, Iowa; six
grandchildren. -7 -
Mrs. Scott is also survived
by four sisters, Mrs. JoAnn
Evans, Lakeland, Fla., Mrs.
Fannie Wilson, Puryear,
Tenn., and Mrs. Bill (Katie)
Lee and Mrs. Paul f: Jessie
Vanhuss, Paris, Tenn.; four
brothers. Richard and Jack
Paschall, Paris. Tenn., and
Elrnus and Glen Paschall,
Pury ea r, Tenn.
'The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p.m. at the
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
the Rev. Paul Veazey of-
fiCiating. Burial will follow in
the Walker Cemetery.
___.131sidea._ -Tzetua g
Date Bell, Alfred Jones, Gary ur. istibert Mathis, aJones, Mark Ramsey. and professor of economics atJohnny_ Smith. Burial will
folk's" 'lin the Temple Hill
CenieteirY - with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. :Jackson, 70, died
Monday at 12:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway • - County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Alrria Lee Jackson; two
daughters, Mrs. Barbara
Ramsey. Murray Route 8, and
Mrs. Danny Schoffstall,
Evansville, Ind.; two sons,
Joel D. Thorn, Alrno Route 1,
and Jerry L. Thorn, Dexter
Route 1; one sister, Mrs. John
Ed Lovett, Harlin Route I; 13
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
Murray- Stine University, is in
Washington participating in a
White House briefing, on
'domestic policies and
programs.
Scheduled as speakers at
the day-long, Nov. 28 meeting,







The purpose of the meeting
is to inform and to receive
reactions from lay people on
current economic issues.
More than 125 economically-
oriented persons are in at-
tendance.
i.*c•
Victor Thorn Dies .
At Hospital With
Funeral On Friday
Victor Thorn of Dexter died
Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 71' years of
age.
The Dexter resident was a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church. Born March II, 1907,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Jim Theirn
and Callie Hunt Thorn.
Mr. Thorn is survived by his
wife, Mrs.. Pearl Dunn Thorn,
Dexter; one daughter, Mrs.
Adolphus 4Marelle) Sheridan,
Hazel Route 1; seven sons,
Marvin, 1107 Mulberry,
Murray, Charles, Don, and
Ronald, Chicago, Ill., Dale
,and Bobby, Dexter, and
Wayne, Murray Route 7; three
sisters, Mrs. Lyda Powell,
Union City, Tenn., Mrs.
Selmer Powell, Flora, Ill., and
Mrs. Molene Bennett, Hazel;
two brothers, Milton, Butler,
Ind., and Ted, Evansville,
Ind.; 21 grandchildren; six
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Henry Hargis
'officiating. Burial will follow
in the Bethel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today ( Wednesday .
Ray Sinclair Dies
Tuesday; Funeral
To Be On Thursday
Raymond (Ray Sinclair of
Murray Route 8 died Tuesday
at 11:10 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He was 57 years of age and -
was born Sept. 22, 1921, in
Detroit, Mich. Mr. Sinclair, a
retired retail salesman for the
Ryan Milk Company, was a
member of the First Christian
Church and of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons.
Mr. Sinclair is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Sarah Farley
Sinclair; two sons, David
Sinclair, 1807 College Farm
Road, Murray, and Kenneth
Sinclair, Phoenix, Ariz.; one
brother, Thomas Sinclair,
Florida; one grandson, Brian
William Sinclair. -
--The -funeral Will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.,,
Burial will fallow in the
Muriai City Cemetery. • .
Friends may call after
p.m. tonight ('Wednesday) at
the funeral home where
littoonte Met wilt be con-




To Seek Harshest Penalty
For Calif. Mayor's Death
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -A
red-eyed district attorney,
shaken by the killings of San
Francisco's mayor and
supervisor, say& he will seek
the harshest possible penalty
for Dan White, the former
supervisor charged with
murder - death in the gas
chamber.
White, 32, was- to be
arraigned today on two counts
of first-degree murder "with
special circumstances" in the
slayings of Mayor George
Moscone and Supervisor
Harvey Milk, the city's first
avowed-homosexual official.
White was also charged with
using a firearm, a .38-caliber
revolver, to kill his two
colleagues in a surprise attack
that stunned the city. His
attorney, Gilbert Eisenberg,
said he would probably seek a
change of venue for the trial to
a city less inflamed by the
doable killing. .
At the ornate domed City
Hall where they died, the
bodies of Moscone and Milk
were to lie in state today with
the public permitted to file by
the flag-draped caskets.
Moscone will be buried
Thursday and Milk is to be
cremated Friday night.
Throughout California, flags
flew at half staff.
Superintendant of Schools
Robert •Alioto said the city's
public and patochial schools
would be closed Thursday for
a day of mourning.
Moscone and Milk were shot
in their offices before noon
Monday, just before Moscone
was to name White's suc-
cessor on the Board of
Supervisors. White quit the
board Nov. '10 but decided he
wanted his job back. At the
urging of Milk' and others,
Moscone refused.
District Attorney Joseph
Freitas, a friend of Moscone,
conferred for hours with
associates at the Hall of
Justice before telling a
jammed news conference
Tuesday he was invoking the
"special circumstances"
clause of the California Penal
Code, which provides for
death in the gas ,chamber if a
defendant is convicted of,
certain crimes., __., -- ,---- -
The "special cir-
cumstances" cited by Freitas
are multiple murder and the
assassination of elected of-
Train Derails
Near Leitchfield
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today,' hIllished to the
Ledger 4 TIMIS by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Money, are as Worn
Industrial Average   76
Air Products 24% -%
American Motors  unc
Ashland Oil 4.5% +
American Telephone 103/4 -311
Somme  5‘4135%/1
Chrysler 9 unc
Ford Motor 40% -L,
G.A.F.11%
General Care 118114A
General Dynamits 734 -II
General Motors 54T+ -%












Starting Saturday, Dec. 2
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Burger Queen and
Boone Coin Laundry





Murray & Calloway County
;
Early Today
LEITCHFIELD, Ky. ( AP)
- Six cars of a train derailed
near Clarkson in Grayson
County today, and evacuation
of the area was ordered after
an odor and fumes were
detected, authorities said.
The sheriff's office said
Clarkson firemen ordered
evacuation of part of the small
town after the odor and fumes
were detected near three
chemicaLcars which left the
Illinois Central Gulf tracks
before dawn.
Three other derailed cars
carried plywood products.
The derailment site was
about one-half mile from the
Clarkson School, and classes
week, called off today, ac-
cording to the sheriff's office.
No injuries were reported
from the derailment.
A spokeswoman in the
sheriff's office said there were
conflicting reports about
whether, the. tankers were
leaking. '
State and local officials,
including the fire marshal's
office, were on the scene.
State police said the cargo of
the tankers apparently was a
flammable, toxic chemical.
Clarkson is a town of about
600 population on U.S. 62,
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Proposition 7, a measure
extending the death penalty to
such crimes.
Four floors above Freitas'
office, White, a former
fireman, policeman and
father of a 4-month-old son,
was in a jail cell near the Hail,
of Justice medical facility.
Visitors described the youth-
ful former supervisor as
alternately calm and weeping.
The San Francisco
Examiner has reported that
on the day of the
assassinations White
smuggled a .38-caliber pistol
into City Hall, avoiding a
metal detector by climbing
i:through a ba ment window.
White ra d on the window
and -told building engineer
who he was and explained that
he had misplaced his keys,"
the Examiner said. "The
window was opened and
White, the former supervisor,
climbed in and walked
through the laboratory where
public works employees test
samples of concrete and
cement, into the main
corridor."
That was less than an flour
before Moscone and Milk were




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Department for Human
Resources reports that some





missioner of the department's
Bureau for Social Insurance,
said Tuesday that while food
stamp recipients will no
longer have to buy stamps as
of Jan. 1, their will not be
getting any more stamps free
than they have in the past.
Under federal law, people
-eligible far rood stamps will no
longer be required to buy a
certain amount of stamps
before they receive additional
free '.'bonus". stamps.
Under . the new . program,
'recipients will only receive the
free bonus stamps for Which
they are now eligible.
For example, a family that
-new-pays -$60--for--$'z5erin 
stamps will pay nothing and
get $100 in 400d stamps, of-
ficials said.-- •
Ms. Huecker said the idea
behind the change is to allow
the very poor and the elderly
- who have had trouble
getting enough money
together at the first of the
month to buy food stamps - to
take part in the program.
The change is also expected




(Continued From Page One)
Another panel of 12 students
will answer questions given
them by the station. These
students are Pat Whitlow,
Gena Lovett, David Willough-
by, Kammy Emamjomeh,
Mark Young, Craig Jahnson,
Jennell Thorpe, Mike Pitts,
Greg Schmaltz, Francie
Outland, Harry Fannin and
Sharon Blodgett.
Craig Thurman was cheisen.
from open auditions Tuesday
to perform his talent, dancing,
for the show. On-camera in-
terviews with two outstanding
MHS athtetes, Brad Taylor
and Jaina Washer, will also be
included.
In addition to filming
several classes, the Channel 5
crew filmed the boys' and
girls' basketball teams,
tennis, golf, baseball and
track teams, cheerleaders,
band and chorus. Film clips
will be shown of football
kirghlights.
Students and faculty in-
volved in the videotape por-
tioris of. the show will go to
Nashville on Thursday, Dec.?,
to eomplete the production.
- Mrs. Humphrey commented
that this had been "one of the
learning experiences




-Exports continued to hold along th
much improved trend that has bee
evident in recent months," he said.
"Importantly, our balance of trade in
the area of manufactured goods and
industrial materials Is continuing to
show substantial improvement."
The drop in exports was the largest
since a 9 percent decline last January.
Imports rose 0.1 percent to $15 1
billion in October as Americans con-
tinued to buy more imported
automobiles and electronic equipment.
It appeared certain tharthe trade gap
for the year will surpass last year's
record 0.5-billion deficit, because it
has already reached $24.8 billion, in the
first 10 months of the year.
The administration expects the trade
deficit to decline substantially, perhaps
in half, next year as other countries are
able to buy more U.S. products and oil
imports decline.
The October trade report did show a
$125.7-million decline in oil imports
after a $270.3-million increase in
September.
The United States consumed $3.5
billion in foreign petroleum last month,
more than the entire trade deficit.
The $2.1-billion deficit was the largest
since a $3 billion gap in July but was
smaller than all of the deficits in the
first five months of the year.
The Labor Department reported
Tuesday that consumer prices in-
creased 0.8 percent in October and were
up 7.8 percent during the first 10 months
of the year, making 1978 already the
worst year for inflation since 1974, when
prices rose 12.2 percent.
The 0.8 percent October figure
multiplied by 12 months translates to an
annual figure of 9.6 percent, but Kahn,
chairman of the Council on Wage and
Price Stability, said the current rate of
inflation probably is about 10 percent.
His remarks Tuesday were the first
time a key member of the ad-
ministration has admitted the inflation
rate is so high.
Food prices were up 0.8 percent and
the cost of housing rose 1 percent.
The government's overall Consumer
Price Index rose in October to 200.9
compared to the base figure of 100 in
1967. That means prices have doubled
from *hatthey were. 1967.
The latest figures triggered a 13-cent-
per-hour cost-of-living allowance for
820,000 auto workers, the United Auto
Workers union announced. '
The union announcement said the
new figures also will mean raises for
UAW members in the auto parts, farm
implement and heavy equipment in-
dustries,
Administration officials had . main-
tained until, recently that, the un-
derlying inflation rate was 'only slightly
(Continued From Page One
above 8 percent, saying the high
monthly increases in prices would ease
before the•end of this years so the rate
would be only slightly above 8 percent
for the year.
"I think the current rate of Inflation is
about 10 percent.... It's God-awful,"
Kahn told the Washington Press Club.
- He said it may take as long as nine
months before any improvement in
inflation is evident, but added he would
be -very disappointed" if inflation
hasn't improved at the end of that
period.
Kahn said if Carter's new wage and
price guideline program is successful,'
it should be possible to reduce inflation
to about 7 percent next year,. Carter has
said the goal of his program was to trim
price inflation to the 6 percent to 6.5
percent range in 1979.
Meanwhile, one of organized labor's
chief spokesmen, Lake Kirkland, said
in an interview that Carter's anti-
inflation policies will worsen inflation
and may force Congress to adopt
mandatory wilge and . price controls
before the 1980 election.
"Exorbitant interest rates and tight
money are not going to solve the
problems of inflation. They are going to
cause unemployment and economic
stagnation. In fact, I think they will add
to the problems of inflation," said
Kirkland, who is secretary-treasure of
the AFL-CIO.
In other developments Tuesday:
-The Agriculture Department
reported that cattle prices are climbing
again and now are expected to go up a
little faster this winter than govern-
ment experts have been predicting.
-Barry Bosworth, director of the
wage-price council headed by Kahn,
told a group of business leaders the
administration would be issuing a
revised set of wage-price standards.
probably Dec. 2.
"We will have some tightening up of
the profit margin test" for price in-
creases, Bosworth said. He also said
there may be clarification of wage
guidelines dealing with fringe benefit
problems - such as when employee
group health insurance premiums go up
without buying additional ,coverage.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Here is a
year by year comparison of, the con-
sumer price index from the current
base year 1967 to the present:
1967. . .100.0
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To Lecture At MSU
Ur. Cleanth Brooks, a native
of Murray and one of the
nation's most recognized
literary critics, will lecture at
Murray State University
Wednesday, Dec. 6.
Brooks will speak at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Center
auditorium on "The Impor-
tance of Place in Southern
Literature," dealing
primarily with the works of
William Faulkner, Robert
Penn Warren and Endora
Welty.
The lecture, which is free
and open to the public, will be
preceeded by a reception and
autograph party at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 4 p.m.
A member of the Yale
University faculty since 1947
when he was appointed a
professor of English, Brooks
became the first recipient of
the new Gray Professorship of
Rhetoric at Yale in 1961. He
retired from the Yale faculty
in June, 1975.
Roy Cothran, principal of
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School, has
released the honor roll for the
past six weeks as follows:
Sixth Grade—Amy Bryan,
Emily Dunn, Donnie Grace,










son, Chris Sheridan, Janie
Sims, Renee Taylor, Tim
Williams, and Lori Windsor.
-.Eighth Grade--Carl
Anderson, Jeff Butterworth,
Lynne Cothran, Karen Dowdy,
Kerry Ervin, Kenneth Futrell,
Mark Hutson, Jill Johnson,
Melissa Paschall, Casey
Kurth, Billy Murray, Regina
Morris, Bill P'Pool, and
Monty Ray.
Birthday Boys •
ST. CLOUD, Minn. (AP) —
It was -a combination
Thanksgiv-isig-doubla birthday
party celebration at the home
of Michael and Susan Weirens.
. The birthday parties were
for the Weirens' son, Adam,
and Adam's grand-uncle,




The author of several books
and articles on literary
criticism, Brooks received his
undergraduate degree at
Vanderbilt University and his
master's from Tulane. He
attended Oxford University in
England as a Rhodes Scholar
from 1929-1932 and was
awarded the B.A. degree with
honors and the B. Litt. degree.
He has lectured widely at
schools throughout the
country, and in Great Britain.
In 1964-66, he was on leave
from Yale to serve as cultural
attache in the American
embassy in London.
Before going to Yale,
Brooks had taught at
Louisiana State University,
and the Universities of Texas,
Michigan, Chicago, and
Southern California.
He is best known for "The
Well Wrought Urn" in 1947 and
"Modern Poetry and the
Tradition" in 1939. He
collaborated with Warren, the
Pulitzer-winning author of





with Warren and Richard W.
B. Lewis on "American
Literature: The Makers and
the Making," published in
1973.




critical analysis of Faulltner's
books, and in 1972, his "A
Shaping Joy: Studies in The
Writer's Craft," was
published. It is a collection of
22 essays in literary Criticism.
Brooks is married to the
former Edith Amy Blanchard
of New Orleans.
WORK WITH COMPUTER — Mike Kurz, left, and Terry Smith have completed
programs for the Radio Shack TRS-80. Initially about twenty students will be involved
in working with the computer. In addition, students in the Gifted 'Talented program
will be learning to program and utilize the computer in various academic areas. Ten-
tative plans call for a computer science course to be offered at the high school.
NEW COMPUTER — Lloyd Hasty, Murray High School Science teacher, demonstrates
the newly 'acquired computer for Robert Glin Jeffrey, Superintendent of Murray
Schools and Mrs. Peggy Brown, coordinator of Gifted/Talented programs in the city
schools. "With the great demand in industry and education for computer technology, I
think the mini-computer will greatly benefit our students in their academic
preparation," Hasty said.
Nine Murrayans Will Appear In Cast Of
'Miracle Worker'; Set Nov. 30-Dec. 1
• Nine MurraYins haVe been
selected as members of the
cast_of .18 for "The Miracle
Worker," a true-life drama of
Helen Keller's life to be
presented by the University._
Theatre Nov. 30-Dec. 1-2.
• They are: Michael Butwell,
Johnny Cannon, Allison Carr,
Shannon Christopher, Andrea
Ganoway;- Jerifulef-lybUrn,
Leila Umar, Gidget Vaughn,
and Stacey Woods.
Michael, 11, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Butwell of
1523 London Drive, will play
the role of Percy Keller.
Cannon, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. ilobp Cannon, is a speech
and theatre major. He will
play the role - of Captain
Keller.
Each of the other seven
plays the role of a blind
student.
is the daughte.r.d.....111
Capt. and Mrs. David S. Carr
of 1710 Plainview Drive;
Shannon, 9, is the claughte? of
Dr. Lochie  Overby-
Christopher and M. -Ronald
Christopher; Andrea, 8, is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Rex
Galloway of 308 Oakdale
Drive; Jennifer, 9, is the
daughter Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Rayburn of 1909
Gatesborough; Leila, 10, is the
daughter of Dr. arid-Mrs. F. F.
Umar of 2108 Edinboro;
Inter-Collegiate
RODEO
Gidget, 8, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Vaughn
of 1517 Cardinal Drive; and
Stacey is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kelly Gene Woods of
-Chaatout-Strr----,
"The Miracle Worker," a
three-act 'drama by William
Gibson, tells the story of Helen
Keller's life and how she
adjuits in.a world she cannot
see. The show is directed by
Dr. Mark Malinnuslcas.
Curtain time for each
performance is 8 p.m.. in the
University Theatre of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Admission to the performance
is $3 per person or by season
ticket.
The East Calloway
Elementary School honor roll
for the past six weeks has been
released by the principal, Bob
Allen, as follows: -
Sixth Grade—Tammy
Thomas, Brad Skinner,
Ashley Miller, Hope Grogan,
Dawn Hale, Joanna Herndon,
Rhonda Jones, Jeanetta
Geurin, and Kim Garland.
Seventh drade—Carlie
Morrison, Daysha-Smith, E',vy





Karen Roach, Vincent Alton.
Ronnie Bryan, Perry Cooper -
and Teresa Ragsdale.
Selescribert who have net
received their home-delivered
copy ef Ile Norm LefOger a
Times by 540 p.m. lifeetioy•
Friday er by J: p.m ea Suter
drys are Oriel MI r 7S3-1416
between 5411 p.m. mod 6 p.m.,
Mencloy-Pridey, or 3.40 p.m
oed 4 p.m. Seterdeys, to lames
delivery of the oewspoper. Csav
Newt he *red by 6 p.m
dollottey.
1-,
Tickets may be obtained by
purchasing them ,at the
University Theatre Box Office
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. starting







Churches has been notified
that it has been awarded the
1978 Ecumenical Service
Recognition Award. The
national award is presented
annual by the Commission on
Regional and Local
Ecumenism, based in New
York City.
News of the award was
contained in a letter to KCC
Executive Director Dr. -John - -
C. Bush from CORLE
Executive Director ._ Dr.
Nathan H. VanderWerf. A
formal presentation of the
citation and plaque will take
place later.
In his letter, VanderWerf
commented: "We are aware
that we cannot really 'award'
you anything but that there is
a sense in which your work of
God's kingdom is self-
validating and carries its own
reward . . . Your work is in-
deed an inspiration' to all of
us."
Reasons given for the
citation recognize the Ken-
tucky Council of Churches for
"abroad program of relevant
human services; com-
mendable. . work in disaster
crises and .the 11977i coal
strike; beneficial relation-
ships with a network of state
and private agencies; and
concern- for the theological
aspects of Christiah unity
which provide its constituency
opportunities for growth in the
life of the Spirit."
The award was made at a
recent meeting of the Awards
and Recognition Committee of
the Commission on Regional
and Local Ecumenism held in
New York.
•Tle JrchicLia_the,PQPular,
name for a family of 10.000-
15.000 species of plants
Over 250 Collegians Competing
In Rodeo Slated This Weekend
About 250 collegians from 15
schools in seven states are
expected to compete in the
nine-event Murray State
University Intercollegiate
Rodeo on the campus Nov. 30-
Dec. 1-2.
Action will begin, at 7:30
p.m. on each date in the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center on College
Farm Road, according to
Donna Rankin of Crossville,
secretary of the spon-
soring Rodeo Club.
Events will include five for
men — bareback bronc riding,
calf roping, bull riding, steer
wrestling, and saddle bronc
riding — three for women —
barrel racing, breakaway calf
roping, and goat tying — and
team raping as an open event.
An added feature of the
rodeo will be a clown act for
children.
Participants are all full-
time college students from the
Ozark Region of the National
Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association ( NIRA). They will
earn points toward qualifying
for the College National Finals
in Lake Charles, La., in June
of 1979, where they will
compete against represen-
tatives of the other nine N1RA
regions in the country.
Murray State will have 14
men and four women in the
competition. The women's
team from the campus won
the Ozark Region in 1977-78
and ranks second for the
current year.
Tickets for the rodeo are all
general admission and may be
purchased in advance at the
Exposition Center or at the
door each evening. Prices are
$3 for adults, $2 for students,
and $1 for children under 12.
Chip Cook of Roseville, IU.,
is president of the four-year-
old Rodeo Club at Murray
State, and All Caldwell is the
adviser. The club will sponsor
another rodeo March 29-30-31
of 1979.
The 30th anniversary of the
adoption of the United Nations
Declaration of Human Rights
will be observed Dec. 1Q. The
late Eleanor Roosevelt was
one of the chief drafters of the
Declaration.
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY, KY. PADUCAH, KY.
*Federal regulations require
substantial interest penalty
on early withdrawals from
ccdifk.atat1, -
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LOW PRICE STRONG!IFt'cAIR E
1....1.%tFFRCTIF
WEL NM. TANQE-
(_1;N TANS NO LE,10
2000 Strands
Each 18 it brig
POOMPOI Me
.ff• mown%
—11E1SM TO SHOP OUR 
GIFT DEPARTMENT
WE MAKE GIFT GIVING EASY!
$7.50
VALVE




4 Oz. AFTER SNAVE












WE'VE GOT THE CARD




They span the miles and the
years — and show you've remembered.
Creative excellence is an American tradition.
. L_.
BOXED CHRISTMAS CARDS
$8.50 - $7.50 - $8.50 VALUES
CANDIES
Everyone will love a delicious gift of exquisite chocolates. What a great way to
all those special people with "Only the Finest': Christmas gifts of





WE'VE GOT THE FRAORANCE
, TNAT IS RIM FOR M.
"CNOOSE FROM OUR LARGE
STUECTIOT OF Twriortiti
POPULAR COLOGNES & PERFUMES
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WORTH TWO DOLLARS OFF






















D Size Package of 2 
C Size Package of 2
9 VOlt Single 





































D Size Package of 2 
C Size Package of 2
9 Volt Single 


































• BE SURE TO SHOP OUR
GIFT DEPARTMENT
WE MAKE GIFT GIVING EASY! .
CONTAINS:
4 Oz. AFTER SHAVE
4 Oz. SHAVE LATHER
4 Oz. DEODORANT
WE'VE GOT THE CARD




They span the miles and the
years — and show.you've remembered.






$6.50 - $7.50 - $8.50 VALUES
Everyone will love a delicious gift of exquisite chocolates. What a great way to
remember all 'those' special people with "Only the Finest" Christmas gifts of
scrumptious Russell Stover Candies.
WE'VE GOT ME FRAGRANCE
THAT IS RIGHT FOR YOU.
-.NOM PIM* OINKIRIK
SELECTION OF THE MOST
POPULAR COLOGNES PERFUMES
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• Soulhside Shopping Center







no. #014w-Armssiqo (PANG "
1. LEGAL NOTICE
I. THOMAS BILLINGTON,
as of November 29, 1978, will
not be respnsible for Karen
Billington or any other debts
other than my own.
2. NOTICE
Advertls•rs - are.
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
correction This
newspaper will bit
responsible for only on•
incorrect insstrtion ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE






















• etf, letael P,wrt 18.00 C Anon., Special












. . . 759-4141
tiowohooin
tore  153-6622
'Poison Control .  753-7518
Senior Citizens . .  153-0919
  75341EFD
Learn To Read .  753-2288
Fester
Patenting 753-5362










A• -.4 . 13 ColOP , - 'fali‘
4i.
sti
Court Casual style 438-100% Acrilan acrylic, contrast
sel-in stripe, ripper pocket in picket and pant, 12" leg























be reached on 753-,










Apply in person wiry.
No phone calls.
O 100% solid state
Service Miser chassis
- with tkuSupwriVlodule '
o Dynacolor system
.0 .Dynabrite in-line picture tuk>e...
o Audio Spectrum Sound
O Satellite remote control

















-Dress Suits -Sport Coats - Dress Pon-k
ts - Dress Shirts - Sport Shirts - Flan-
nel Shirts - Robes - Pajamas - Socks -
Belts ''. Ties - Jeans - Sport Hots -
Dress Hats - Light Weight Jackets -
Heavy Jackets - Top Coats - Casual
Coats - Rain Coats - Underwear -
Briefs - T Shirts - Shorts - Vest - Ther-
mal Underwear - Matching Work
Suits - Coveralls - Work Shoes - Dress
Shoes 'Casual Shoes - House Shoes -
Gloves - Sweaters - Billfolds - Sweat
Shirts - Rubber Footwear
Free Gift Wrapping Shop Settle-Workman where
you will find qualify mdse at a reasonable price.
Shop cash, lay away, Bank Americord, Master
Charge and Charge. -
We appreciate your business'
BURGER QUEEN
Wants You. If you want to grow, we have
the room you need in management. Sii!.
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*Shower ( baby gift)
See instruction sheet for
formation
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to WHAT WE do best is care.help you. Call Bible Facts, Needline, 753,6333.759 4600
For Employment on Murray, K1
Formal electronic training preferred, however on
the job cablevision experience will be considered.
Good salary, Otis excellent frbige benefits which in-
clude group hospital, life and dental insurance,
liberal vacation and paid holidays.
. Moil full employment end educatiewal resume to P. 0. los 32 N,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Play Cassette In Your
8 Track
N. "v.,* no WWI ININ tau IF %Ks rift seer woe wwww
roe, %Imo sr co 1,11.01 oople nt hey= aide bd•-•
.••04nnird sm. saved 11.1!.....0 (OM • 11.1.1•Aft.m.o.* um. • .•••• ^^"," ^
11•••••■••••••••••••••••••••••••••••al 




















• Visa - Master Charge + 10:00 a .m .-S: 30 p.m. - Lay-Away • -
M•1111•111110.11100.1 18.......fil••••••1111•81kik
Coyne by Murray 1.urr -
ber Co. Thursday af-
ternoon between 1:00
and 5:00 for a FREE









contact Holman Jones...217 S


















• Converts any Auto
Radio into a CB
Receiver ,
Listen to an CB channels
on your car radio with a CB
Converter
"Service And Installation
Available Only On What We Sell"
222 So. 12th 753-5865
FOR SPECIAL PRICES on
Oil paintings, prints,
lithographs and frames.
check Goodman's Art Shack












UST SELL • Liquidation
all new / all steel
uildings -48 x 96* 16 -'1.97
er sq. It. Call toll-free
1-800,8743930 -
CENTURY STEEL BUILDINGS
si John s Ave Jacksonv.He Fla
DO YOU WANT TO
KNOW WHAT GOD
SAYS TO BE SAVED?
CALL 759-4444  ANT)
ASK FOR TAPE #16
LOST, BLACK AND TAN
beagle, last seen near -
Hamlin, Blood River church.
area. Collar has name and
address. 753-6040. 
LOST: FiVE YEAR old
brown and white male
English Springer Spaniel in
area of Ellis Popcorn and -
Southwest Eiementary on
wtswettitoact. -**
a Nuntiwg dog and is ,
desperately missed by his
family. Please contact us if
you have seen him. A reward
is offered for his return. Day,
Z51-.2.42.4.ev.ernnw5..-7.534557_
LOST: BROWN . and white
Beagle type dog answering to
the name of Buttons. If found
please call 753,5994, her
family is anxiously awaiting. 
AN OHIO OIL CO. offers high
income, plus, cash bonuses,
• benefits to meals,: person in
Murray ̀area. Rebardless of
experiente, write G.0 Read,
American Lubricants Co.,
Box 696, Dayton, OH 45401.
Clean up and tube per-
son. Apply in person at
4.-sefirtfie -E4024.0*.mettf-
Olin Murray area. Cost ac.
•counting and accounts
es payable experience in Public
le accounting, BSAC degree.



































We can help you buy, self
or trade a home anyplace
in the USA and Canada
We we now writing inilurence
on mobile hewn, riff, 3 dif
ferent companies For best
rates contact Wilsor, In
surged, and INA Estate 302
N. 12tti - 753-3213.
$1188
Murray Home & Auto
A unique eiec t ionic learning aid dosignedt0 help
children age 5 and up practice basic arithmetic
The Little Professor and a special bonus activity
book bnng the excitement of a space age game to
the time-proven hash card approach to mathe-
matics education
The durable LittleProfessor is preprogrammed
with over 16.000 basic problems in addition, sub-
traction. multiplication and division at four levels
of achievement To provide a contlh challenge






Jim Fain Now $99900
Motors
753-0632  CLA-CirCii ISDEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759 1661. 
DRIVER FOR Senior
_Citizens -Mea.I on Wheels .
program. Call -753-0929 for -
appointment. 
FOUND IN New Concord
area, small Beagle:' Call 753-
5322 after 4:00 pm. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS,
RN and LPN, all shifts, full




Care Inns Inc., 4th & Ind.








ADULT, needed to baby sit
month old infant, in- our
home References needed. If
interested, call 753-3230 or
753 8368. 
NEED MATURE person to
sit 4 ,hours. dilly, in my
home. Call 7530157 after 6
pm. •
WANTED: SOMEONE to
live In my home and keep a
.10 *oar old child. Call 436
5836 until 10 PM., 
WAITRESS WANTED,
apply within. Majestic Steak
House,
.•.. _ TUo.._a_tti Aft ,....21112_,
701-A-T UWE Ca by 'wishes to
 1
. -4kolookosewerft. C ,e417$1.4613:-.
RETIRED VETERAN
NEEDS work Prefer janitor
or inside work for Me winter.




ty 1 ID IL IP t
IA II\
ancos4 Shoes For Evorythong Under The Si;
CROCHET GIFTS, house
shoes; afghans, tam sets, call
753-3997.
FOR SALE: Used Singer
se7-Wing Machines, zig zag, all
regular attahments, sews
perfect, fully guaranteed,
fujl cash price, 839.50. Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521. 
FOR SALE: .22 cal. rifle with
scope. 12 gauge shotgun.
Small portable t v 753-4331. 
FOR „SALE: Montgomery
Ward 10 cubic foot freezer,
used 2 months, $190. Sony
Video Tape Recorder, used 1
year, $390. G.E. Color t.v.,
12", new, $320. Accutr,u turn
table, $290. Call 753-0121.
FOUR PIECE natural Bam-
boo settee and a lady's
leather coat. Call 753-4330.
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, 1, 1 1/2, 2, and 3 qt.
. covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 41.2 - qt.
covered dutch oven, choice of
colors. Wallin Hardware in
Paris. TN.
MAYTAG AUTOMATIC
washer, like new. Wood
stove, christmas lights. Call
437-4801.
SALE REVERE ware,
copper bottorh, save 40 on T,
1/2, 2, and 3 quart sauce
pans. Double boilers, 1'7 and
2 quart, 41,2 qt. dutch oven, 8
qt. stock pot, 7,9, and 10 inch
skillets. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. -
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
SALECORELLE ex-
- sereons dinnerware; 70 pc
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
Indian Summer, April. or
Blue Heather. Your choice
139 99. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.
USED TUB and sink that
preasab1Y1LITUffaisi- the 10's'
Sink in good condition while
castiron tub will need
refinishing. Will sell pair for









Open Friday Nights lii 8 00 p in
641 North Murray, Ky. -
153.3037





Why not move up to the best?
Shop & Compare
Your Only Stereo Store In Murray
32. APTS. FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED
apartment, clean private
drive way, nice neigh
borhood. Married couple or
single. 753-3019 
1 BR- FURNISHED Apart-
ment in Murray. Heat and
water is tUrnishixl. Call 502-
235-5902 for an appointment, 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom
apartment at Southside
Manor apartments, for
elderly persons only, unit is






after 5 pm. 
14. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOUR BEDROOM, Lynn
Grove. $175 per month. Call
901 642 8682 or 642 9236.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, on
old Murray and Pans Road.
Couple. No pets. Deposit.
$130 per month. Call after 6
pm 753-1287.
36. RENT OR LEASE
FOR LEASE: 6 acre farm
with 3 bedroom house. $235





55.00 month. Boats, campers,
$20.-up. 10 X 22. Sheds.. 10









sCaneSofa & Chairs -















New Hours Tit Christmas
10-8 p.m. -M.F
10-6p.m. - Sat.











Lack's Decoratin Center I
Mee Selerieu
s.ls, >maw Doe.rolise {or.. It tows lapar4asu
OpIrts -rt. I 1115,3st 8-12 s
•=4, -"IN* als.
Winne I 'oiertfig Framer mall Covering .cioitnin
Antis *Relieves&
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14. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE • White Kennsgre
---eWir -Wirer",-3-
Works well. $45. Call 753-
43.
SIX PIECE antique oak
dining room suite, $275 Call
753-4589 after 4 pm
WATERBED, KING SIZE'
with frame, heater, air
pocket mattress, anci bed
linens included $275. Kitchen
table with chair, simulated
butcher block table with
4hrorne legs Four brown
vinyl chairs, $125 Curio
Cebinet, antique olive green
lighted glasS shelves, $200.
Couch and chair, brown
materiat, 175. Leather table
with chairs, round leather
table, hand tooled with 2
chairs S60. Chest, 4 drawers,
S25 Come to the white frame
house located next to John s





rockers, book shelves, stereo
cabinets, oak hall tree,
smokers, tamps, bunk,
frundley and roll a way beds,
maple and pine dining room
furniture, sloppy jot living
room furniture and other
?Floes. open and glass door
corner cabinets also hutch
and buffet, deluxe electric
range, wood heaters, bar
stools. Big savings
throughout store. Cannoway










FOUR PIECE metal cabinet
tor sale Call 753 7997 after' 4'
Pm
FUR COAT. Persian Lamb
length Perfect. $225. (S800
value) call 436-2495:
8' POOL TABLf and
equipment. has walrNt finish
and is in extremly fine
COnditiOn. $120. Call 7.53.7405.
SALE SKILL ROUTER, '2
hp. Model 548, S29.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
. SALE SKILL SAWS, model
538, 125 hp, 71/4 inch blade,
$29.99. model 574, 134. hp, Pa
uasar dware, Paris, TN. ball bearing, 2 hp, 71-4 inchblade, $49.99. Wallin Her
inch blade. $34.99. model 559
24. TV-RADIO
• 25" CONSOLE COLOR TV
• • Special Pliclemi
agar sr.kkintia asD5viWR
ikoi..1.0. =named* mat •
w•or iii•crny, gunk, prod.°,




Olympic Plaza, Murray 759-1636
WO% Sold Stel• SiInCli WSW
ChM.* *VIM Dyne-Momee
CAMINO Meer parts one me dierteu





Service in Paducah call 1
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753.6760.
35 mm, SLR Cal 753.3609
after 4pm.
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE, Necchi -zigzag
sewing machine, in real nice
cabinet. Sew perect Full
cash price $59.50. Call 354
6521.
30 30 MARLIN LEVER
action rifle with scope. Boys
ten speed bicyc-le-.- 2 stero




Let us helpiou .












to$1 900 $1 1100 OFFa Ira - a V
(Free Drilling + ifFee Game
Pro Line
- Soil Clubs -' Balls -Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Heck Sweaters, Shirts and other
golf and tennis clothing
REDUCED TO SELL
TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Main St. LAY-A-WAY PLAN
753-2202
MANA-9EMENT TRAINEE
Rapidly expanding-retail company is
now seeking aggressive people to en-
ter it's management training program
If you are a high school graduate and
willing to relocate, your future could
, include.
• Good salary while training
• Excellent fringe benefits
• Unlimited opportunity for
advancement
Your tomorrow s,woi1t a phone call
today' ,To arrange a Confidential




$25, free excessories. Murray
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St.,
753-7400. •
WINCHESTER MODEL
1200, 12 gauge shot gun with
wind choke, like new, $140. or
trade for good doulbe barrell





stored locally Reported Ila
new. Responsible party um
tale at big saying on be
payment hoience. Write lapis







A LITTLE PUDGY • over-
weight- downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not-tried behavorial
modification! A new ap,
proach! For information call
759 4536
DON'T BE MISLEAD. We
will meet the price of any
Zenith dealer of this area
Our service makes a dif
Terence. ''our- Zenith dealer
for Murray and Calloway
Cgyney. Tucker T V. Sales,
1914 Coldwater Road,
Murray, KY. • 
WANT A NEW COLOR TV
but short on cash! Take up
Payment on this beautiful 25"
console, under warranty.
Clayton's formerly J 8. B
Music. Call 753.7575
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1972, 2 BEDROOM, gas,
completely „ furnished,
harvest gold appliances, new
carpet, drapes, large bath,
under pinning. 5.4700. Call
753-4074 or 753-1877.
3 BR, l' 2 BATH, furnished,
central heat and air, sharp.
Call 153)725 or 759.4926
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE.
12 X 60 Atlantic, 2 BR,
completely furnished.
Carpeted, includes washer
and dryer, central air,
economical gas heat, deck
with awning and storage
area, underpinning- and
anchors. Must be seen at B,12
Fox Meadows to appreciate.
Call 753-5163.
1969 MAR1OTT, 12 X 52
mobile home, 2 bedroom,
furnished, central air, and
,under pinned. David Boyd.
753 8780.
NEW -TWO'bed r0Orti matte
home 12 X 60, central air and
heat, house ti J>e furniture,
gir It or COupies ally. No pets,
$50 deposit, VA per -month.
Water forniliated. Call 753-
2377 
28. HEATING  8 COOLING 
HEATING •BARGAIN. 3
large gas uAit heaters:
Iteilina hirnac es). and two
automatic .H6o. heaters. All
can, be used propane or
natural gas. Id, al equipment
for auto shop stores. Call
753 4852,7 am 5 pm. 
'SALE AUTOkATIC WOOD
heater. Deluxe abinet, brick
'Med, cast broc doors annd
grates. Complete with
blower, $299 99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
30. BUS. RENTALS 
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has bui ding for rent
Equipped with as heat and
air conditioning Call 753.3018
after 5 pm. 
31. WANT TO RENT 
FEMALE MURRAY State
Student, looking for off
campus housing Call 767-
2677
32. APTS. FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM duplex, par.
mtiaolnlym7f5u3r13istlied $85 Seer
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
apartment for couple. One
pesmtas Calll 506apartment7331  for girl No
1968 MOBILE HOME. 2 BR,
12 X 55. Call 753-4587 after o
5A5 prrt-.-
1972 5TH-AVENUE, 12 X 60,2
bedroom - central air, under
pinned and strapped, tur-
nished with house furniture.
Extra nice. David Boyd, 753-
8780.
THREE BEDROOM, mobile
home, all electric, furnished
with a built on porch, 2 Out
buildings and garage. Set 13P
on 1 acre lad on Penny Hwy.
Call 489 2248 after 4 pm.
12 X 50 MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, $3500 firm
Call 753-9255
1972 12 X 60 MOBILE HOME,
2 bedroom, gas, unfurnished,
$4500. Call 7594939..
21. MOB. HOME RENTS
3 BEDROOM, TRAILER, 5
mileS East of Murray on
Woe lot. Newly redecorated.
Call 753-0187.
TRAILER FOR rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court.
Prices from $3.50 to 815.00
To Choose from














PIGS, 8 weeks, 436-2280.
BOARDING FOR THE
Holidays. Now takingreservations, reasonable
rates and 24 hour super
vision. Hidden Valley
Kennels. 435-4481. 
FIVE WEEK old Bassett
Hound puppies. S50 for male,
$40 for females. 489-2159.
GENTLE ENGLISH
pleasure horse. Call 759.4488
MIXED GERMAN Shepherd
and Collie puppies. I male, 3
females, had all shots and
wormed. Call 753-3762. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
1964, 35 PASSENGER
CHURCH BUS. Mail in your
bids to Walnut Street Baptist
Church, Box 161, Benton, KY
42025, by Dec. a. We reserve
the right to refuse any or all
bids. Bus can be seen at the
Church.
43( REAL ESTATE
177 ALT 0 iPS
South 12th at Sy ca mor•
TELEPHONE 7531661
For that sumnir-
retreat or that per-
manent home we have




ANY OFFER will be con-
sidered 'on this 2 bedroom,
white frame house. Located
in town on nice street. Call
753-9924 after 3:30 ern. 











FINISH THIS AND SAVE'
Bring your tool box and your
Tike a look
at this 2 bedroom hom,e
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine trees.' Smell but
economical • with energy




8-3 mood for boasts. Ph
story franc Ass mitreu gos
Post, 7 mesas an mkt floor, 2
up. loaned so 105 s 121 ft.







IF...YOU ARE A Luxury
,tiomebuyer looking for
something unique, you must
inspect this ccuntemporary
home...sunken fireplace in
family room, fireplace in
galley kifchen, formal dining
room, 3 baths. .Alt this on
'approximately 8.8 acres. A
home well worth inquiring
about...Call LORETTA JOBS




col SC WIT *Mtn
Atm tioneer Realtor
Apprassit




RIDGE SUB. - This
Dozy Cottage on large
wooded lot, not far
from water. Some fur-
nitUre remains with
property. Only $7,900.
Introducing ex( nring ne,e,
Zenith Home Entertainment
TV Values!
i NEW 1979 OAPir 
ME
BM )












THE NIEISEN • X26241it - Distinctive Early American Styling ;
Beautiful Maple wood-grained finish applialo durable wood pruduc- t
ts on top and ends with select hardwood solids framing top. Gallery of d ,
select hardwood solids Front and base of simulated wood. Casters. I
Electronic ThIlillg. Illuminated Channel Numbers
I
I 
TUCKER TV- Sales & Service
1911 COL DWATER RD. )
.rmtarlaNtilleoletaeessaftwerehavetromaistwetertireierecarcleecors%
43. REAL ESTATE
JUST LISTED. 22 acres on
Ezell Road, in Kirkiey
Community, all tillable
except for house place.
Prime location. DONALD R.
TUCKER, REALTOR. 753-
4342.
LIKE BEING OUT? Enjoy
the tranquil beauty of these
wooded lots located in
Candielite Estates... Build
the home of your dream-
s...Call and .let us shoW one of




UNUSUAL BUT true, a two
bedroom house at 412 N 5th
for only $9950. Good lot and
good location. Could be two
rent 1 units. Call C.O. Bon-







CAO4s1 AMA RAM T
-THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsakewedding rings are perfect symbols
ol MS love you share They are superbly styieia fr
elegant 14 carat gold Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to 'please every possible taste
from classic. to contemporary, to avant garde and
to assure lasting pry:wand-satisfaction •
hirches Jewelry
East Side Square 753 2135
us for
Storewide Specials
412 N. 5th, $9,950
Immediate Possession
I,arge living room, three bedroom, kitchen and
bath. Can be sharpened up for a family home or
one or two rental units. Lot 64 x 107. Owner is
- anxioUs to


















































bitif pots i I
service for .











T true, a two •



























Between Batts& Cooks jev% elf%
14 K Gold Serpentine Chains
25% off
sumartentanntetetimant
43. REAL ESTATE   43. REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE or Rent by
owner: 2 BR mobile home,
located SE on Murray.
Includes 90 X 230 ft. lot,
central heat and air,
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
Car garage, tool shed, patio
and much more. Must be
5.een to be appreciated,
94,900 Owner wilt finance.
Shown by appointment only.
Purdom & Thurman




iME FOR A COM-
MERCIAL. Ldtated at the
corner of 3rd and Main
Stteets and known as the
Wallis Grocery-Wilding, this
is on excellent location for
ars9 retail business. Priced
realistically at only $22,500




cart be yours today With this
choice' listing in Canterbury..
,states. Outstanding four .
bedroom home with den,
rriaster bedroom with ad,
. iOining private _ dressing
room and walk.in:closet. You
-t are sure tcrreach the goal of
pleasant, comfdrtable living
with' -this lovely French
Provincial. home. Priced in
the 560's. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 ..are
working hard to _provide the






THE OUTCOME IS IN-
COME. Extra nice duplex
apartment. Each side has 2
bedrooms, living room,
kitchen and bath. Modern
kitchens have all built in
appliances. Located just
outside the city limits, so you
Only pay county taxes. A
beautiful way to be practical.
-Priced at $41,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753,










scenic view ,in this
cozy, convenlellt 2





Priced in mid 20's.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 11.12th...
1411Main K . 753-3682







tlooro4 mal reedy Up Is 12 a 74. Also barn style, OftkeT,1111411111111,
Ant* bevy eal-ews Wed penes Or U RUUD lsee-evt rompletele reedy
inemew0P8c1,41 1"r1r fer hew'
CUSTOIN-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
43 REAL ESTATE
• • Prof esasenal Services
With Thie Frames Touch"
IT'S IN TO BE OUT...
. Approx. 28 acres of
excellent tendable
land with approx. 1'-2
acres in trees that of-
fers a good building




Real Estate, 105, N.
12th.,
// ..79 C1970 United Feature Sy
ndicate, Inc
,411111M16.,
"IN SPAIN MILDREP, IT'S KILL -THE
BULL. OVER HERE IT'S KILL -THE
QUARTER9AtC .'"
"40,74lifr -




tisty about a s n .hristmos io on s heels that not train
inlitetirin car' lionda makes a aide caws of Clinstmas
inks and one 4 aim is perfect ha someone on your list Come
in and see the colorful Honda Eitpeese" and Expressn'll. the
Santa-red ATL.'" 70 and all our ,*het gift .deas no.. -All at one





43. REAL ESTATE 443. HOMES FOR SALE
- 44. LOTS FOR SALE 
LETS GET to the point! Thee
is this excellent lake front lot
located on a paint in Croppie
How. Yours . for only
$10,600 DONALD R TUCKER,
REALTOR 753-4342. 
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
with septic system. Water,
_leitstric and -driveway_ for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentutky Lake, $42.50 per
month with $1,000 down. Call
502-474-2718.
LOTS FOR SALE: 6 miles
west of Murray. Call 489.
2110.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
FARMLAND-110 Acres, 100
• 'tillable, 9 .-miles west of
Murray Call 489 2110.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
'3 BEDROOM, living room,
den, firplace, 2 large baths.
Kitchen with dining area,
laundry, garage, central gas
heat, electric air, thermo
pane and storm windows,
carpeting, 2600 sq.ft., patio,
work shop, quality built
ranch style home with extras




home, now being offereefor
sale for less than $20,000. 6
miles north on hwy 641. Call
474 2337 or 474-2323. 
FOR SALE New 3 BR brick.
Central heat and air, car
peted, S miles west of
Murray Can move now. Call
489 2110-
BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
'located in Kirksey, within
'walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 3,4 acre
lot, central heat And' air,
thermal windows and doors,
'and well insUlated walls and
ceilings.. LiVing room,
bedrooms, and hall are
carpeted.. Kitchen, Welcome to
washroom, - and both full
, l_ Arit1711-.1:-FLIE1-
baths- - have vinyl floors.
K it then has Plent 
 .
cabinets, eating c6unter and
. built in appliances. AtSo %et 
. .
.inclydes attached garage, PIZZA & SPAGHETTI
patio and large covered front
Porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
46. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 2 bedroom white
brick home, 21/2 miles out on
Neal Road oft 121 South.
Approximately 1110 acre.
533,900. Phone 753 5428. 
FOR SALE by owner: 3
bedroom, 2 bath, formal
living and dining area, den
with fire place, large utility
room, double garage with
storage area, storage
building and garden spot,
double lot with 200 ft. fron-
tage. Call for appointment.
• 7-69-1086.
1504 HERMITAGE PL. by
owner: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
fully equipped kitchen,
breakfast room, extra-large
family room with wood
burning fireplace formal
dining and utility room,
featuring solid Oak floors and
staircase, wall paper ih
every room, 2 heat pumps, 2
car garage and wood shed
Lot 155'X250'. Call for an
appointment. 753-0110. 
REDUCED ANOTHER
51000. 2 bedroom, White
frame house in good location.
All appliances and draperies.
go-With house. Call 753.9924
after 3:30 pm. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
4.972 SL-356 HONDA. Has new
tires and battery, good
mechanical condition. Call
492.8102.
1969 BUICK LESABRE good.*










•Avanti & Fieldcrest Towels
!Martex Sheets
. Free Gift Wrapping
Lay-Away
49. USED CARS
1973 AMC .HORNET, 2-door,
6- cylinder, automatic with
power and air. Has 4 new
tires $750. Also a rough 1972
Datsun picktip, $350. Phone 1
354 6217.
1968 BUICK, one owner,




radial tires, a real good car,
$1350. Call 1 354-6317.
SPECIAL
'78 COUGAR XR7
1.04111 A 1919es brand new,
low miles, loaded with ex-
tras, comfort supremi, still






seff- t-affer-5- tem: 479
2387.
CONSTRUCTION. 3, 3 BR
houses. You buy and finish or
wilt finishlo suit buyer. Call
489-2110.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
BR, 2 bath, large family
room, split level entry.
Carpet throughout, well
insulated with Andersen
windows, brick and wood.
Approximately 16 acres, 8
miles north of Murray. Nice
quiet area. Widow leaving
state. Call 753,2810.
FOR SALE: Large 10 room
house with 5 room garage
apartment. Lot 85' X 351'.
Full size upstairs which can
easily be finished for more
room Excellently insulated,
carpeting, storm windows
and economical gas heat.
Apple tree, pear tree, peach
tree, pecan tree, grape vines,




home with extra income or
rental investment with $450
to' 5600 per month possible.
Reduced $4000 for quick sale.,
Phone 753 5447 after 5- 30 pm.
r
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49. USED CARS 
1976 CAMERO V-8
automatic, air. 759-4544.1
after 6 pm. 
1967 ' CAMARO RALLY
Sport. One owner, clean car.
327 automatic. Call (901) 642-
7392. 
$3. SERVICES 6FFERED
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
fond cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24-
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm. 
DOES YOUR SEWING
machine need service. If so,
call 354-6521. 
EXPERIENCED CAR-
PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes
Call 759-1405 or 437-4351. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for






753-2310 for free estimates. 
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
storm windows and loors
repaired. Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Cold-
water Rd. 753-0180. 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown





Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 435-4527. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
1977 CADILLAC Coupe N
DeVille. Red with white vinyl
top, low mileage, loaded with
:briginal owner. Call 759 1104. 
extras, excellent condition, N
1969 DODGE STATION-
FM and CB radio, 'power
steering, brakes, automatic
§
WAGON, 30,000 miles, AM.
raised roof. x
Call 753-6660 between 8 am
and 5 pm. Call 753-6121 after 6
Pm-
1977 FIAT X 1-9, one owner.
25-30 mpg. Can be seen at
B&B brokers on South 12th.
753-4389. 
FOR SALE: 1969 Plymouth
Fury III. Call 753-4506 after6
Pm'
1977 FORD GALAXY. 53,000
miles, asking S1103, make an
offer. Call 437-4801, 
FOR SALE: , 1969
VOlkswagon Beetle. New
tires and battery. Call 753-
4746. 
1973 HONDA, automatic,
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Picture your home in our magazine -
its a best seller.
WALLIS DRUC
*PRES( RWTIONA
It WilAk1L.LOP44E4 f4411-11441, Atv41.‘Al.1.-





The Perfect gift for the less than perfect N
yo student
• Portable Typewriters 'Attache Cases
'Pen Sets 'Desk Accessories
M Many gift items for that "Special" boss
lior secretary on your Christmas List!
Twin Lakes
OfficelroductsN
4.1314 EJAain - 753-0123
Murray, Ky.
--V-04„ts Irjrreet -





MX, 4-door, excellent, $1600,





21 month old, locally owned,
silver color. Call 753-4097
evenings, or 753-9694 days. 
1968 SIX CYLINDER
Camaro, rough condition,
has new tires. Asking $450.
Call 759-1613.
1978 T-BIRD, • new, fully
loaded, T-roof, 4,000 miles.
Also a 1978 Broncho 4 wheel
drive, 9,000 miles; new,
excellent condition. Call 753-
6345. 
VERY RARE 1956 Chevrolet
Sedan Delivery, rough but
original. Call 753-7365.
1976 VOLARE Road Runner.
After 5 o'clock. 435,4331... 
SO. USED TRUCKS . 
1964 FQRD PICK-UP, $450.
Call 753-8056.
1951 FORD PICK-UP, body
has been redone, has V-8, 360
truck engine, with automatit
trantmission, Special wheels
with wide good tires, bucket
seats. New battery. Runs
good. Must sell, $375, 753-
8120.
PRICE REDUCED, 1952
Chevy,- ton flat bed, $175,
Call 436-5536.
1975 RED FORD pick-up,
automatic, good condition.
.
$2450. Call 489  2595. 
TRUCK FOR SALE 1971
Datsun Pick Up. One owner,




come out and lake a look.
White's Camper •Sales, your
local Starcraft dealer.
Complete line 01-4aarts and
accessories. Non-toxic an
tifreeze $3.99 per gal
Located 4 miles from Murray
oh 94 East. Call 753 0605.
NEED CAMFIER WIN
TERIZED? • Call Whites
Camper Sales, east 94 hwy.
Murray, Ky. 753-0605. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED'
BYARS BROTHERS & SOn
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395 4967 or 1 362 4895.
CARPET CLEANING. • at `
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.- .
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759-f
48711.





small concrete jobs, call 436
2567 after 5 Pm.
Si. SERVICES OFFERED 
INSUL'ATION' BLOWN IN,
'fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 pm. Call 114749116 collect. 
INSULATKIN BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.









rates, free estimates. Call
753-5827. 
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170. 
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call
George Landoll at 753-8170. 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now- all oak- S25.rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753- •
7149 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
SMALL DOZER-Spreading:




Call 436-2294 after 5 pm. 
54. FREE COLUMN 
FREE: MALE grey and'.
white kitten about 5 month?,•
old, very tame and a, -;,f
fectionate. 753.3994.
57. WANTED "0,6
100 ACRE LOW crop farriu._!'•
within 15 miles of Murri9(.a;

















Two level, 5 -bedroom brick, two full
eramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 Wect Rth, Owensboro. Ky. 42301
502-685-4961
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ATTENDS CO'NFERE'sICE— Mrs. Charlotte Barker. left, guidance counselor at Murray
High School. and Mrs. Peggy Brown, coordinator of gifted talented programs in the
Murray cits School System recends acended the Kentucky Persimnel and Guidance
Association Tall onlereose_Ahuse_itobert (Ain Jeffrey superintendent of Murfas
schools. reads the certificate in recognition of attendance at the KPCA workshop on
• cewnpetencs Based Testing presented to Mrs. Barker. Mrs Brown attended a Values
0.1611(411On woRi4hop ..•




TOKYO AP) — More than
10,000 Chinese demonstrated
for freedom in Peking's main
square as the wall-poster
campaign around Mao 'Be-
tting and senior Vice Premier
Teng Hstao-ping continued
and the Communist Party's
central committee was
reported meeting.
The rally in Tien An Men
Square Tuesday night was the
biggest unofficial demon-
stration since 100,000 turned
out on April 5, 19316! to com-
memorate the death of
Premier Chou Enlai.
Kyodo, the Japanese news
service, said the demon-
strators chanted slogans in
support of Chairman Hun Kuo-
feng and Teng, who says more
democracy is needed if
China's new industrial great
leap forward is to succeed.
Kyodo said the demon-
strators also shouted. The
people hold high the thoughts
of Mao Tse-tung," the late
Chinese leader who has been
attacked in wall posters in the
last few weeks. -
One speaker said the rally
marked a turning point in
China's move from feudalistic
fascism to democracy and the
rule of law. But along with
their emphasis on democracy,
the speakers also called for
unity and obedience to the
party leadership.
Japanese correspondents
said. there was thunderous
applause when a speaker
1---'••11Ptrittted Mao ' s old foe,
Marshal Peng Tehhuai. Peng
,challenged Mao's plans for an
earlier—. Industrialization
program that later failed. He
was fired in 1959, disgraced in
the 1966-69 Cultural
Revolution and is said to have
died in 1974.






About 2,000 persons held ,.a
similar demonstration in Tien
An Men on Monday.
Tanjug, the Yugoslav news
agency, said in a dispatch
from Peking that the central
committee has been in session
since Nov. 10 and will continue
meeting for another week.
But Hun reportedly told
American newspaper
columnist Robert Novak there
will be Tr purges at the
sessions despite wall posters
attacking Mao and obliquely
criticizing Hun that have
appeared around the square
for the past two weeks.
Another poster attacking
Mao was pasted up Tuesday.
It was signed by restaurant
workers and accused the late
party chairman of making the
state his private property and
acting like a feudal king.
The poster campaign
aroused speculation that Hua
would be forced to relinquish
th'e premiership, his No. 2
post, to Teng and might even
lose the party chairmanship to
him. But the vice premier in
talks with Novak and other
foreign visitors said the
central committee was united
under .H..uti land. that
recently declined
premiership because he
Wanted to give all his attention
Paducah Waste Pick-Up
Plan Draws Protests
-PADUCAH, Ky.- (AP) A
City Commission vote to
switch Paducah's solid-waste
pickup system from municipal
to private hands has prompted
a protest petition seeking a









for the elderly' in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
Older persons remain
in their own homes as





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to















The commission voted 4-1
Tuesday night to award the
pickup franchise to the
Indiana firm of Browing and
Ferris, Inc.
The company, under the
franchise, would raise the
current residential pickup
rate from $3 to $4.24 a month
and have the option of adding
increases tied to the consumer
price index.
The petition wag presented
by the Rev. W. G. Harvey, a
Baptist pastor who was a city
commissioner in 1968-74, and
was mayor pro tern in his
second term.
Harvey said the petition
bore 3,954- signatures of
registered voters.
He said a protest group he
heads had to obtain about 1,900
signatures — 25 percent of the
number of people voting in the
1975 race for Paducah mayor




Ontario's Ministry of Culture





Children take part in a
nursery program while'
parents attending classes go
on field trips.
Free For The Asking
write
BIBLE CORRESPVIDENCE COURSE





Teng also defended Mao as
the "great helmsman."
- The Red Tape Of Social Security
EDITORS'S NOTE:
Edmond Le Bretaa has been
an Associated Press reporter
is Washington glace 1912 anti
has covered Congress dace





When you've been reporting
for years on Social Security
and other retirement
legislation and your own time
conies, you know just what to
do and red tape should
practically Untie itself.
But wait. Murphy's law —
If anything can go wrong, it
will!" — has not been
repealed.
So here I step off into
retirment with lots of cheerful
assurances from Social
Security — but no Medicare
card or other evidence — that
I have switched from having
taxes deducted for the
retirement pot to dipping into
that reservoir. Will that bit of
government green really get
to me at the end of my first
month of idleness?
Not to worry, upcoming
retirees. I expect everything
to work out and offer a con-
ducted tour through my ex-
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guidelines.
Social Security says to apply
three months before your
retirement date. Intending to
retire Dec. 1,1 applied Sept. 7.
It says to bring along a birth
certificate or other evidence
of age, yci-ur Social Security
card and the W2 slip you got at
the end of the last year
showing the total amount
deducted for Social Security.
I brought all these and my,,
wife, who was applying • for
spouse's r.etirement benefits,
her documents — and, our
marriage certificate.
Anne Farrar at the neigh-
borhood Social Security office
was friendly, brisk and
knowledgeable. She took
under 25 minutes to check and
copy our documents, fill out
the forms for us and answer
our questions.
Only one red tape loop was
dangling. We wanted our
benefits deposited directly in
our bank account. But a bank
official had mistakenly told us
this could not be arranged
until after we actually tot the
first check. Nehsense, said
Social Security', get him to fill
out the forms and we'll put the
money intnyour account right
away. •
Armed with this, we went
back to the bank to fill out
forms. But while the bank was
readying them, there came a
quick trip that delayed our
signatures, and the mails
,were slow and.. anyway, our
application wound up sitting
unfinished until the end of
September.
Then the application was
held up a month by Social
Security.itself. A problem of.
computer personnel, I was to
be told, somewhat vaguely.
And that's why I'm stepping
off into the unknown with only
verbal assurance that my first
benefit payment will show up
oa, my bank balance in
January and that if, Heaven
forbid, I need Medicare soon
my big uncle has emergency
procedures for providing it.
By the way, getting my
private pension and health
benefits started required a bit
more paperwork than did
Social Security, but so far
there have been no blips.
- Some things to think about:
If, like us, you want
retirement benefits to go
directly to your bank, be sure
to talk to bank people and"
satisfy yourself that they
know what to do and will
follow through. They can't
start until you file your ap-
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SASH EEN R IBMS
plicaUon for benefits with the
government.
Apply the full three months
in advance. Murphy's law, you
know.
If you -cannot- get a birth
certificate, SoCial Security
will accept other evidence of
age. A phone call can find out
what.
Remember that Medicare
falls short of covering ex-
pectable health expenses. You
will probably want to carry
some supplementary in-
surance -- and when you start
looking around, you're in a
jungle.
There should be a nearby
office for the aging that may
be able to help you, but I didn't
have much luck with that. I
gathered a drawerful of
brochurps, compared
premiums and benefits and
decided my best buy was 'a
modified continuation of my
company insurance plan. If
your employer has such a
plan, check with the personnel
department.
Important: if you buy more
than one policy, make sure
each pays full benefits and
does not offset the other. You
don't want to pay twice for the
same thing. •
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draw benefits either on her
own employment record or as
a worker's spouse. Social
Security is obligated to Nike
out her rights and give her the.
- better break.
'That leaves the question
whether a spouse under 65
should begin drawing reduced
benefits now or. wait for full
benefits at that age. Social
Security gives you the figures
and leaves it to you to decide.
Benefits to one retiring
between the minimum age of
62 ana age 65 are reduced
actuarially. For a retired
worker, the reduction comes
to 20 per cent at 62. A spouse,
entitled at 65 to benefits half
that of the worker's, would
have that benefit reduced to
37.5 per cent at 62.
A final note I hope it. upbeat.
Find out what other benefits
come your way at 65 —
sometimes at 60 — such as
discounts on medicine, other
goods, theater tickets, bus
fares or reduced or even
waived tuition. These are local
and vary.
At the moment, the only
hard piece of evidence I have
that I am a privileged elder is
a handy blue card that lets me
ride Washington's subway and















DELUXE CAN OPENER -1 399
w/ KNIFE SHARPENER 1
G.E. SUPER BLOW
HAIR DRYER 2999
G. E. TOUCIL Nt CURL
MIST CURLEIt 1088
1000 WATTS STRONG
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